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'BOARD OF
PUBLIC WORKS
—IWYLL LET CONTRACT FOR RE.




BEGUN CALDWELL ST, CULVERT
DELAY IN PUTTING DOWN
SIDEWALKS ON KENTUCKY
AVENUE DUE TO NO ..
CINDER&
Anchor Paving Company Concludes
to Repair Its Defective Work
On Broadway From Fifth
and Ninth Streets .
The regtiCar va.-ckly session of tthe
board of public works was held at 3
0.1 o'clock yesterday afternoon at thecity hall with, Messrs. Rinktiff and?MilleIm present '
11 A letter wa• t-z—zisasel from 
the
--.- 2-10mc Ts-kph-tie, company statotit
they did not have ?he plat said to
have been approved by the hoard of
Ilhe conetnt system as extended but
sitiptiosed it was on file with the city
;engineer. The letter was referred to
bim wit'', the request to produce it
The hord takes the position that it
' has given no permission for a conduit
beyond Tenth and Kentocky avenue
A bill of a $t. Louis attorney for
lookIng into the reliability of certain
‘ x, 11 4. yr c n was referred to President
Itinkliff to investigate.
Contractor Bridget reported that
1 Ire began work on the Calthvell street
culvert Monday and exepects to corn-
ples-e it in four weeks.
The board decided to require all
neanttenance bond for streets and
aidhavallos to stipulate a stun not lest
Ilhan ao per cent of the value of the
contract.
Contractor Bridgese reported that
he is being delayed- in laying the side-
walk. on Kentucky avenue on ac-
count of a scarcity of cinders. The
engineer was instructed to have
'Bridges to tobstitute graver and rush
the work
Fisher and Farley having failed to
comply with the terms of the permit
granted to put in a driveway at their
*table on South Third *tweet a letter
was addresse 4to them to ?hat ef-
fect with notice that 'bond must he
executedl
Contractor Bridges requested and
was granted permission to provide
space for expansion of the Third
street concrete walks to he done un-
der the direction of the city engineer.
a The Anchor Paving company that
a 11P-d refilsod to repair the sidewalks
and curbing /aid by them on Broad-
way from Fifth to Ninth on receipt
of the legal notice to do the work
a inshorired Contractor Boswell to
make the repair, and work it to be
done immediately.
The city engineer WA C granted fin-
ther time in having the Traction com-
pany to remove three poles that ob-
struct Jefferson street at Eighteenth
tercet Also to furnish the board
with the cost of Harrison street !WNW-
et to he paid for by James Eaker
Also further -time to place guard
rails on culvert at Jefferson and
F7.irebteenela street
The communication from the gen-
. eral conneil aii extend tjtc wires and
_molest for additional light.. was re-
•-----retvlol and -fitrd. 
• .
. A communication from the Fort
Wayne company offering to rewind
one of the olirl arc machines or
$soonn AV n'R received and filed.
In anticipation of the reconstruc-
tion of First and Washington street
•the ordinances having been finally
packed hut not yet approved by the
presidents and mayor, City Engineer
Washington was instrneted to 'for-
%yard advertiternenta to seaaeal mu-
nicipal journialt asing for bids on the
work. the bids to be opened August
29- .
The weekly relifNli of the 'sewer
inspector was received and file4, and
lie was ordeiid to make regular in.
i spectien of storm water catchbasin;
end intakes, some of which over-
' I flowed in the recent mint.
A notice was ordered sent to the
Paducah Traction company that
where the tracks are being laid or re-
bid that the streets must not he
ribcriicted and at least one side • of
file street left open tor traffic.' In
The past few weeks the board has
hen besieged by complaints of the








Votes Will Incur Severe
Penalty.
Little Rock, Ark.. Aug 
B.—Gov-
ernor Jefferson !Daeis today 
an-
notincedi ills intention of pardoning all
election officers who may be 
con-
victed of violating the law by bar
ring
the votes of person. at the state and
county election on the first Monday
in Stlet ember who have not 
paid
their poll taxes.
The announcement came in reply
to a circular which Republican 
State
Chairman F. W. Tucker is sending
over the state, warning election offi-
cers that o reject the vote of a
voter on the ground that he has not
paid his poll tax incurs several lia-
bilities under the state and national
In ,his rTply today. Governor Dav-
is upholds) the view of the Democratic
state committee that the poll-tax
amendment to the coradtution is still
valid as it has not been passed upon
4rehtly by he supreme court.
The governor also point' not that
the fact that a federal judge has de-
clared the poll-lax amendment void
has no effect upon the state and
county ek•ction -in September. Gov-
ernor Davis adds:
"I urge. the election judges
throughout the state to see to it
that this Republican machine 'hall
not deter them from their duty
and upholding the law, arub I beg to
advise Mt. TuclJr and his crowd
that I will he governor of this state
until the tath day of Jaitary. ion
anti I will see to it that no election
jodge is punished by rive criminal
coorta of this state for refusing ..!11 al-
low any qualified elector to vote who
dines not furnish satisfactory proof
of having paid his poll tax. and if
aisch a thing is attempted I will par-
don the ekction judges as fart at
they are convicted."
DOCTOR SUES FOR 
$229980._
Large Professional Claim Is Made
Against Laura Bigger Bennett.
Pittsburg. Pa . Aug. 8.— Dr. C C.
Hendricks of Atlantic City. N. J.
entered snit in the county court here
today against Mrs. Laura Biggar
Bennett, widow of Henry M Bennett.
3 former theatrical manager of
Bt ooklyn and Pittsburg claiming
$299 ofio for professional services.
Dr. Hendricks alleges that he at
tended Mrs., Bennett in his private
sanitarium in New Jersey for two
!tears and that he was only paid $ao
during that time.
The suit Is in the nature of 4
foreign attachment and attaches • 21
eoods, moneys credits and chattels
in the hands of Peter J. McNulty ant
James Mint of Pittsburg, the execu-
tors of the will of Henry M. Bennett
and these two men, with Richard M.
Gulick, individually, summoning them
as garnishes.
Dr. Hendricks says Mrs. Bennett
tmw resides in Chicago and to the
best of his belief has no place of
riaidence where service may be had
no her in this state or county.
• , tools; to work to discredit 
the serm-
PADUCAH LEADS
IN WHOLE U. S.
AS  RECUITING SUBSTATION
—Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Rost of
Monroe street have returned from a
visit  to Id'emphis and  Little Rock
a few days ago was brought here for
burial. The funeral services were
held at Litt!e Rock.
1.-
which .the contractors are doing the
work.
Mr. R. G. Terrell desiring a large
sycamore tree in front of his resi-
dence removed at his expense the ,
s;reet inspector was ordered to !lave
it taken down.
Orders were issued to the market
master to haveehis men clears the
streets for eight feet front around the .
market house so that street cleaning
force may cart it away. Also to see '
that the streets are kept clear at
each end of the market house.
The bitulithic company is preparing j
to tear ,up the defective work on 1
Broadway and nffered to give the city:
ths material% the company to,
h ul1it to a lot for storing. Accepted 
The street inspector was authorized
to buy ice for the four street clear-
ing gangs, the expense not to exceed
$6. a month. during June. July
August and September. The boardi
adjourned.
•
ons -by condemning them. The good
people of the city indorse the serm-
ons, and those who have -heard he
t garbled—an& 4storted reports. a he
streets-, started by men for ulterior
purpose-, will .have the opportunity
to 'hear exactly what Dr. Newell has
to say on the subject by attending
• the service at Tiro:On-ay Methodist
I church Sunday morning.
Has I!resident for Godfather.
Mhlwatrkee. Wis.. Aug. 8.—The sev-
enth son August Boldt of Wauwa-
tosa, Wis., born Mtrch 25, is, to be
christened Theodore Roosevelt Boldt
The presidlent has written to the
father in response to an invitation
that h-e will act as godfather to the
child on condition that Mr. Beide will
act as proxy. A photograph properly
autographed was inclo-sed.
SMALL FIRE.
/n Rae of Columbia Building Last
Evening.
About r o'clock this now - a
shed located- ;hack of the Ci hia
Building, No. 516 Broadway, Vk ? S
covered to be on fire, and the men
from central station quickly extingu-





EXCELLED ONLY BY FEW 01?
THE GENERAL OFFICES IS
LARGER CITIES.
Nine Have Already Been Accepted
For the Present Month, an Aver-
age of One a Day.
Lieut. William L. Reed, of Evans-
ville, will visit the local recruiting
station on Aug. giltfor the purpose
it accepting anal forwarded them to
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., the appli-
cants now en hand. This month
promises to be another good one.
nine men have already passed physi
cal examination. During the last five
months the Paducah station has se-
nred more men than the Owens-
boro, Vinceitnes. and Mount Vernon
stations combined, notice has been
received that Paducah station ranks
sub-stations, being outclassed only by
a few of the general offices located in
the large cities.
Applicants now waiting transporta-
tion are Alvete R. Arendel', of South
Hill Ky., William J. Stone of Tolit.
Ky., Alvin C. Gilird, of Tolu, Ky.,
and Joe B. Hill of New Burnside. Ill.
All go into the Coast Artillery and
will be sent to Jefferson Barracks
Mo., for 'enlistment.
REV. NEWELL
RETURNED LAST NIGHT FROM
A TRIP TO TENNESSEE
SCHOOLS.
Sunday Morning He Will Preach on
"The Power of the Presence
of Evil."
Last evening Rev. T. J. Newell.
pastor of the Broadway Nfethrxtist
church returned from a trip tin Ten-
neasiee, whither he went last Friday
I to visit some of the schools conduct-
ed under the auspicies of the Mena-
i phis conference.
1 Sunday morning DT. Newell will
preach anotther sermon on "The
Power of the Presence of Evil" and
the discourse will he along the lines
followed -by him in the sermons de-
livered the Sunday before lava. Which
sermons created consteration in the
, ranks of the disreputable class, be-
! cause he laid bare many of the evils
that menace the peace and dignity
of this beautiful city.
I The dive keepers and some of the, wholecale whisky men who have
WILL ASK WHY
THEY - ARE -131pg1m THE
RIGHT TO VOTE OK WATER
AND LIGHT BONDS.
A Call Out For a hiasts Meett:ng of
Voters to Assemble at Council
Chamber Tonight.
Yesterday afternoon dodgers were
scattered over the city notifying
those who signed the petitions to else
general council for a vote on the city
owning a water and light plant to at-
tend the met-ing of the aldermen to-
night and ask why they are 'denied
that privilege.
The call was put out by a number
-of workingmen who favor the -city
owning a water and. light plant, and
who say they will vote against every
proposition to issue bonds for parks
or any other purpese until they are
given the privilege of voting on the
question of municipal owners-hip.
Last February and March, petitions
containing a :lej.Isand names were
submitted to thergesieral council ask-
ing that the question of issuing bonds
for the purposi of buying or buildae•
a water plant and an electric
light plant -be subrnitied to a vote
of the people. The lower board or-
dered an ordinance brought in to
sill:writ the question to the voters;
but when it went to the aldermen
Mlessra, Palmer. Hubbard, Statics and
Chamblin refused to concur in the
councirs action, and those four men
miry to the petitioners that the peo-
ple of this city shall not have a vote
on the question. This action is re-
sented by the advocates of municipal
ownership. who are powerless to do
anything until election time when
they propse to see that such men are
not reelected. The Democrats. were
guilty of a. eimilar offense last year
and every one of them were4efeated.
The question of voting tai;nds for
park purposes will he before the al-
dermen tyight. and if that body -still
refuses to eubenit the water and light
propositior• also. it is said that the
park bonds will surely he defeated in
November.
Mlany Of the advocates of munici-
pal ownership aver that the park
Proposition is merely to load the
city op on bonds to prevent it from
ever owning the water works or a
lighting plarti for commercial pur-
poses:, and whether this he true or
not, the fight will he made along
those line* to defeat the park bonds.
It is expected that a large crowd
will be ors hand tonight ti ask why
the aldermen refuse to give the peo-
ple a vote on the question. They
claim; they have a right to 'mow and
that they do not propose to let any
three or four men. who are supposed
to he the servants of the people, to
dictate to the pitblic what it Shall
vote on and what it shall not vote on.
ABOLITION OF SALOONS
INCREASES BUSINESS
Morristown. Tenn.. August 8.--At
the time the Adams bill was put into
effect it was a matter of speculation
among the- business men of the town
whether nr not the absence of saloons
would injure the business interests
GI the towt:. and many felt so sure
of being ruined that they contem-
plated sel'ing eat and locating else-
thrived off of the wide open condi- 
w ere.
, tiesrer of the city for the past ten 
Sci however, there is
years became alarmed over the effect 
story to tell. Sitv:e the saloons were
I of the sermons and at once set -their 
closed here. bus:ness In all lines aa4
been on a steady increase, and to-lay
the merchatts of thc town earce that
there has been a solid increase in
business in all lines has been fin a
steady increase, an today tile nice-
chants of the town egfee that th...•
has been a solid increase in business
from 75 to tare per cent.
Buildings are now In course • of
cnnstruction and wil' be occupied as
si on as completed by the followitig
new business firms; E. M. Grant
Hardware company, whoresale: R.
M. Rogers Clothing company- re-
tail; Morristown Hat & Shoe com-
pany, wholesale; 'Morristown Stock Se




VOL 23 NUMBER 83
THE LAW ABIDING ELEMENT
WINS IN NASHVILLE ELECTION
THE INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF WINS WITH-
OUT .1Z?"1.'..." "I C.7 ", '7 0 _ COM-
U41.4..a Ar...0 46,4. ..ret., LetWL,ESS
F-11741ENT AND THE DEMO CRATIC PARTY.
a, AS, • W./a... • •••••
Nashville, Tenn.. Aug. 8.—When C
D. Johns was declared elected Sheriff!
of Davidson county by the electionl
commissioners this morning one of
the most retnarkable political inter-
ests in the history of this county
came to an end. The tabulation of
the vote by the official canvass
liowed that Johns had received a
majority of 34 votes over Thomas E.
Cartwright, the incumbent and the
Democratic nominee. In this total i3
included the vote as returned from
three precincts where a greater num-
ber of votes were counted for sheriff
than the poll books showed were
cast.
It is not ,probable that Sheriff
Cartwright will contest the election.
Mr. Johns Will become sheriff on
September t. Al; or the county
officers e'ected last Thursday will be-
their terms on September t. with
the exception of Sam Marshall, turn-
pike superintendent, who will begin
his term of four years on January r.
The Democratic candidates for the
other county offices were elected, no
iontest being close.
Practically no interest was mani-
fested in the official count except in
the race for sheriff. When the com-
missioners began the canvass of the
vote at noon Monday the unofficial
returns indicate that Johns had re•
ieired a majority of la votes. On the
official count there were losses and
gains for each candidate, but the re-
tollt showed a net gain for Johns of..
.a: votes as compared with the un-
effic!al retarns. giving him a major-
ity of 34. •
Made Wonderful Race.
1 Johns announced himselj 
as aninde-
1 indent candidate about three
months ago He had no organization
behind him, no money to conduct hit
campaign. The politicians sneered
lie made an issue of the doctrine of
enforcement of the laws. lae charged
that the laws, especially those against
gambling and Sunday tippling, were
not exercised proper diligence to en-
force them. -He promised that if he





Marion, Ind. Aug.- 8—Mrs. Gus
Simmers of this city is blinclaas the
result of paralysis. She had been .at
the barn milking and had just re-
turned to the house when she was
stricken. Calling to members of her
familyt they were shocked when she
stated site coukll not gee them and
that all was darkness about her.
Otherwise Mrs. Sonremers w-as but
sligihtly affected. Little hope of re-
gaining her sight is held out.
power to close the gambling houses
and make the saloons obey the law.
Against hint wag arrayed the poe-
erful machinery of the Democrat c
party organization the prestige of a
democratic nomination, the united
apposition of the gambing element
and its usual following among the
lawless classes.
He kept in the race, was not, dis-
mayed and was victorious.
When the result of the official
count was made known last night a
crowd of 350 supporters of Johns
gathered on the public square, pro-
cured a brass band, and marched to
the home of Sheriff-4ect Johns in
East Nashsville. Mr. Johns responded
to the cheers and congratulations of.
the people. Among other things he
said:
''This victory means the elimina-
tion of the lawless element from the
Athens of the South. Eithtr you,
new sheriff or the gambler and the
law-violating saloonist must go.
'I shall do my full duty, and when
aoy judicial or administrative officer
charged with a duty to the people
of this county fails to do the same,
I :hall be the first to tell the people
znd 'earn why he so failed. I Le-
lie-ye that both the attorney-general
and the criminal judge will do their
duty if the 'goods are delivered.' "
Following Mr. Johns, congratula-
tory addresses were made by J. J,
°dill, John H. DeWitt, Rev. A. C.
(Tee and Rev. George W. Shelton.
Mr. Johns, in his talk, referred to the
work done in the campaign by his
manager, Peter Balch, and said that
. great credit for the victory was due
to him.
When the Fourth Ward was
teached in the official count Monday.
afternoon it was found that 210 vote3
had been counted for sheriff while
the poll lists showed that but 2o9
eersons had voted. In the Eighth
Ward 278 votes ' had been counted
'or sheriff, while the poll lists showed
that 270 persons had vqted.
Attention was called to these dis-
crepancies and the committee took
the matter under advisement.
SENSATIONAL DISCLOSURES OF
HABITS OF BANK WRECKERS
PRESIDENT AND CASHIER OF CHICAGO LOOTED BA
NK
WERE SPOTLESS BEFORE PUBLIC BUT HIGH FLYERS IN
SECRET—PRESIDENT INDULGED IN "WILD CAT" FINAN-
CIERING IN REAL ESTATE.
Chicago, Aug. 8.—"Wild Cat" real
estate financiering by Paul 0. Stens- I
land in. his Irvin Park sub-division
will be disclosed, it was predicted to- I
Gay, ae soon as J. F. Feltzer, receiver
for the wrecked Milwaukee Avenue
State Bank, checks up on the mort- 1
gages and notes given by hundreds,
of investors, who hung on to the!
'bubble" 'et loose by the missing:
bank president. A slump in value at
this time, which is feared will come.
would cause much suffering and loss
to owners. It has been learned that
loans have been made on houses in
that sub-division up to within 8o per
teat. of theit_top-notch value.. The
cash came from the savings of deposi-
tors of the suspended' bank. Scores
of houses were constructed in the
sub-division which were declared at
the time to be too expensive for the
character of the section. Lean house.;
were told at the time that if they did
not care to take the security Paul 0.
Stensland stood ready to furnish the
money and at a low rate of interest.
Today a woe-begone crowd of de-
positors continue to crowd around the
bank. As on previous days the un-
fortunates, mostly working people,
came ear:y and seemed determined to
remain indefinitely. Police were on
hand to repress any tendency toward
disorder.
According to Chas. Sommerkamp,
the care taker of the Stensland honte
Oresident Stensland was at home In
Irving Park between midnight last
Saturday and g a. m., Sunday. Som-
merkamp stated positively that the
missing bank president was in the
house Saturday night with several
men and that when he left he took
with him a small steamer trunk and
a leather suit case.
CHICAGO BANKERS GAMBLED
Always Ready For Any Scheme That
Promised Money,
Chicago, Aug. 8.—Paul 0. Stens-
land, president of the wrecked Mil-
waukee Avenue State Bank, is no-
where to be found. His shortage con-
t•nues to grow as the ineeStigatiOS
proceeds. It will exceed $1,000,d00.
How deep Cashier Hering is p•unged-
in the sensational and shocking ex
oavagances that have surrounded the
efficers of the bank time soon wit
show Both men_ are fugitives; both
{
4;43 wanted by the law; both. axe_
abandoned by all the friends ifoo
ence swore by them.
Officers of the law were not long
in learning the cause of Stensland's
ffight, of Hering's disappearance.
First they discovered the weaknesses
sif the men they now want. They
were gluttonously ambitious to shiiie
in a false and painted werld. They
were devotees of midnight cara•salsi
worshipers of strange Women, dis-
daining none who danced before them
rot shunning those whose ribald
songs soothed them in their orgies.
Neither Stensland nor Hering were
financiers. They gamb'ed that their
v;ealth might pile up swiftly before
ihsm. For the love of cards, for the
strange delights whiskey and wins
brought them, for the smiles of
..eamen, they disdained no scheme
that promised money. They nevet
were bankers, for they belonged to
the tout's corner in the betting sheds.
And for their passions for all that is
sinful they have inherited the winds
that carry ahriekiivgly to them the
• •
(Continued from rage One.)
„ea at.




CHURCH MEMBERS ON AN
OUTING CATCH THE FEVER
ON A BOAT.
The Young. Men's Christian Associa-
tion Betomes Aroused and
Take Ste"pi to Stop Machies.
Chicago, Aug. S.—Stirred by the re-
lam Mackin and Mt L. Herman, the
alleged proprietors—and seven al
leged faro dealers and rollers,'
The raid wee made at a ttOrie when
the clubhouse was crowded. The
players were greatly worried until it
W1214 explained that only the proprie-
tors and their employes would be
held.. At the town hall the prisoners
gave bail .to appear in the police court
Tuesday. Half an hour after the raid
the police sent wagons to the club-




From an Address by Sherburn M
Becker, the "Boy Mayor" of
Milwaukee.
of the most porminent chinches in
the city was torn by a scandal caused
by several members, playing slot ma-
chines during a recent outing on the
lake. Y. M. C. A. officials eresterday
renewed their crusade against gam-
bling devices on the pleasure boats
leaving Chicago. Wilbur Avery
Butcher, assistant business manager
of the assoc'ation, conferred with As-
sistant Corporation Counsel Wade
concerning the use of state wrirrants
to put a stop to the use of ma-
Under the ,slot machiele staeute,
which providees. fine of $ibo for the
first offense of -Owning or maintaining
a slot maieltine  $2oo for the second
and state's orison for the third Mr.
Wade said he was confident the boat
gambling (-mid be brought to a stop.
Butcher declared' warrants will be
sworn net by association officials im-
mediately for the arrest of the man-
agers of the steamboat company and
they will be prosecuted continuously
terltel the machines are abolished.
Police Crusade Ends Suddenly.
Stele time-ego the association of-
ficials complained against the ma-
dhies on the boats and the police
made two spectacular raids, capturing
a half-dozen machines on several
boats. ,The crusade seems to have
died alireest at its inception, as gam-
bling on the boats was renewed with
new vigor on the following day.
The ladies' aid society. which
brought about the new Y. M. C. A.
crusade. csecurred, several days, ago.
Several prominent' members of the or-
ganizetion, including two offices. ac-
cording to the version of the story
received' by Wade, found the slot ma-
chines soon after boarding a boat for
Sots* Haven.
A pretty little chorch member who
sometimes plays bridge put a nickel
in one of the machines. She won a
dollar and every woman in the crowd
was struck stehtenly with the gam-
bling fever. The more sedate and el
deny "sisters" found them still busily
playing their nickels and quarters
when the boat reached she Michigan
vicle. Some were in tears because
they had lose all their "pin money,"
while others produly displayed great
handfuls of small change. As usual.
according to the computations. of the
wenrien, the machines showed about
40 per cent 'profit. •
'The losses of the women stirred
the--4""....Mt C. A. officials when it
STATEMENT OF 7AliES AND AGATHL




New York Has Largest Land Area
With New Orleans Second.




•Wias.hington, D. C., Aug. 8.—The
census bureau yesterday issued a
bulletin on ,statistics for 004 of cities
having a population of over 30,000. the
cities covered numbering 151. Of
there New York' held the largest land
area 209.218 acres, New Orleans
with 125.600 acres and Chicago with
114.932 ranking next. Hoboken, with
825 acres, lied the smallest land area.
The total corporate expenditures of
the 151 cities for the fiscal year lei,
exclusive of eseytnents• hy one depart-
ment of the city to another, were
$554.440215, of wthich those of New
York constituted $167,060,171. Or
three-tenths. The total expenditures
showed an increase of $27,1°8.713' or
5.8 per cent over Igoe. and of $85.a4o.-
590. or Me per Cent Over 4002.
The increase for the single city if
New York during the two years end-
ing 1904 was $37,964,625, or 44 per
cent of the total increase.
In the ese cities the amount spent
for peemtanent workls increased almost
6 per cent over tool Though • New
York has only twice the populati m
of Chicago. its current expenses are
nearly four times as great.
The next six largest cities of the
country together expend less than
New York. Though Chicago is one-
third as large again as Philadelphie
the latter's running expenses are
slighttly greater. Thotrgh about equal
in size with Baltimore. Boston's cur-
rent expenses are nearly three tiroes
as great. 'Washington spends 'more
than any one of the next eight largn
cities of the country. and twice ant
of other cities of abont the same pop-
ulation Only one-half of its expend -
tures are met by local taxation, the
other half being paid by the United
States government.
Running Expenses: .
Of the total running expinses of
the 15e cities, 61.7 per cent went for
salaries and wages and 38.3 for all
other objects'. Total receipts were
$594-175.9914, of which $472423.858, •er
705 per cervt were from taxes and
other revenues and $121 752.140, or
20.5 per cent from loans increasing in-
debtedness.
The receipts from municipal indus-
tries, such as gas and water works,
and other commercial revenues,
amounted to $112.286.827. Of the mu-
nicipal industries. by far the most im-
portant are the water works. They
Don't you see. young men, that you are renorted. by eoR of the it cities
reached etheir ears) and they deter-1 have learned something when you and their value constitutes 63.8 per
-mined to again try to wipe out tre have made progretee as a public man? cent of the aggregate value of all -
VA I • There has grown up in r,bis new ncipal industry properties. The cities
O'Learl's Place May Reonen. western world a class known as the (if -over loorxes population. not owieing
According to report Jim O'Leery's
famous "gambling hell" will be
opened in full blast wOhin a steut
time. Assistant Corporation Counsel
Wade prepared. an answer yesterday
to the mandamus- proceedings brought
against the mayor to force 'him to
issue a license to John J. O'Brien, the
etockyardls horseman, who claims to
have bough* O'Leary's place. Attor-
ney Wade alleges that in view of the
former reputation of O'Leaey's place
the mayor•nrimptly exercised his dis-
cretionary powers in refusing a li-
cense to O'Brien, who the mayor
te only acting a; agent for
O'Leary.
It is admitted in 'he answer that
O'Brien has given, satisfactory evi-
dence of his good character to the
esesyster and complied wth all cue the
provisions of the law in his applica-
tioi . for a license.
Mayor's Discretionary Power.
It ie declared by the city that it is
not mandatory upon the mayer to
-hero,a Itteffsee for a sarevon to any
person who ir.alees an application for
one, and that a large discretion is im-
posed'upon him both as to the person
to whom a license should be issued
and 'file place where the saloon is to
be located
The' answerthen refer: to the repu-
tation of O'Leary's. saloon, declaring
that "James O'Leary operated a pirb•
lic gambling 'home in defiance of law
and order, and the place we: rerehrt-
ed generally in a disorderly enanner
and without regard for the decency
or morals of the community." It is
dened. that O'Brien is a bona fide an-
plicant for the licensee and the city




Saratoga Gamblers Raided by Police.
New York. Aug. 8.-- A special to
the Times from. Saratoga says:
The first police raid on a gambling
*emote in Saratoga since the time of
"Cale" Mitchell was, made Monday
night It followed the receipt by
Sheriff Cavan/moth of Governor Hig-
girs' cotietionication regarding the en-
forcement of the enti-gamblino law.
The chief of police and a squad of 1 Francis of Assisi.' and will be festive. morning to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin namesake was reduced to two lines on
patrolmen visited the Bridge Whist ly celebrated in Bologna. Italy. The Schwartz of Wyanette. The oldest the subject oi Wardour street nib-
' Clubhouse, conducted by Joe Ullman, i celebration will he under the atfepicee' child is twenty-one and all are liv- blab. And he was stall eonscientious.
ate resteeli ten mew—Ullman, Wil- of Cardinal Svampa. •••••T a t ler.
Mate up your mind to be honest
and fair, both in business and politics.
Work of nine-tenths of the time and
when occasion requires work the
other tenth. You can enjoy yourself
with hard work if you will but think
so.
Make up your mud when you ac-
cept a public trust that you represent
all The people, not only those who
have by their vote's chosen you as
sixth, but those who 'have opposed
you and who, Perhaps, misunckrsland
you and your purposes.
Have a platform ehort and pointed.
Be sure it is right and stand upon it
to the end. Do not make it compii-
dated or verbose, for if you do your
plant's will break and you will find
yourself in trouble.
Do somethting all the time. but :n
your ambition to des something don't
do things that come for naught. 'Make
plans, think of them, and then carry
them out.
Always keep in mind that you are
the servaut and not the master, no
matter what position you may fill in
the service of the public. Do not
imagine, if you are elected mayor, for
example, that you own the city hall.
It belongs to all your people, of every
color, sex and condftion.
Steer clear of classes ;Ind take the
hand of the masses at all times. As-
sociate with as many good people as
you can find. Extend your acquain-
tanceehip every .day. Make it a point
never to retire for the night with-
cut being able to say: "Today I
brave made a new friend; today ,has
been a success, even though in a
minor matter."
Never know or recognize the word
"fieil." You will fail, and fail badly
eometimes, but pato, it up and do it
as quickly as you can. Do not hesi-
tate pet the 'temp of disapproval
spore had legislation, no matter if it
br tt n a ninvouol y passed..
A young man who is elected mayor,
for example. will meet with many
great problems that will at first seem
to overwhelm him, •Do not worry.
"Worry" is a bad disease. beet sit
down and put on your thinking-cap,
and before you think marry times you
will decide to go to that man or to
those men in whom you have im-
plicit confidence for assistance. Talk
things over with them, reach a con-
clusion and go ahead.
idle rich." This includes a vast army
of rich young men who devote their
titre wholly to pleasure. They pre-
duce nothing. They just live and that
is all.
I am glad to know, however, that
there has been an awakening, princi- invested in as work se was reported
pally in dee caste among this class. by Philadelphia
and that some of them, have begun to Four cities were .shown to he in the
feel the very insignificant positions irriaratOn business—Denver. Los An-
that they occupy on earth and th it I geles, Salt Lake aty and San An-
they have determined .to go to work.. tonics: three Deed' toll bridges'—New
There is no reason in the world why • York. Covington and La Crosse, and
people 'should not he rich, but every two were operating municipal ferries
Man, no matter how rich, should he —Boston and Portland Ore. The
a producer of something that will, only city running a stone quarry and
i be of benefit to his fellow-men. 41 crusher vas Auburn.. N. Y.. and the
The man who tries to live without only one having a monicipal asphalt
workeing and, without accomplishing plant was Detroit.
something is a bad example and a ; Agirrevate Valne.
.r.--e,re7c to soeiety. if is, not a 'rind
The aggrei ate value of the proper-father who brings up Otis son to live
in idleness. ties, of all enten.eipal industries as here
feel like warning young men, , reported was 
$790570,726. The 1,00r
ciente have already met from generalwhether rich or poor. against the dan-
revenues (-)ger of the fantaistik cud the exteemies,
inelteetrial pleente„ but mile owe „Hoy my ryer...4,,ed joog000t....
tenets -04 sociaTiem. \V have a goy-
c3.4 ped cent of the total value. Out-'ernmeent that was founded upon good
peinciples largely by young men, and lays for 
permanent improvements are "What en earth are you talking
• • met from current revnitie in American about? I've not written :any book.
she said.
"'Why die you not confide In
be et-iked, antly. "Why did you not
tell me ego had written a Look? Ion
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the HI est Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
Have You
Started??????????
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay






. en rea ene , .
with destruction it has weathered. the I C 
!ties more generally than in British.
styirres of over a century. I am not 
cities
I The aggregate debt of the 151
in sympathy with: whet the pres; has e 
. year
been pleased, to cell "parlor social- , 1
e1.531.462.655, and debt lees sinking "Has she? What cheek!" She still
$1,2eSe16,933, more than one-. looked at James somewhat inquiringistm," nor any other kind of socialiser ' "n1(''s
Which contemiplatest the utter over- 
The 
greater than the national debt.. ly. He had an uneasy sense that she
throw of our prevent form of govern-1 
in per otspita debt less sinking funds was expecting him to say something,
ment was $65-97. 
Of the individual cities, and that he was not saying it.
the largest per capita net debt was ••Well," he said, "ehat did you
I' orte l, 1) Newton, Mass $re5 58; mean then by saying that you were
TAX CHINESE boo A HEAD
water works. were 'San Francisco.
New Orleans Ortnahe, New Haveie
St. Joseph, Scranton and Paterson.
Of the etik.cxxenon invested in, electric
light worke.. Chicago reported about
one-half. Nearly all of the $3t.000.00n
c'P ( Y •
$11325; the Otird by Boston, $1o8.17, "If you happen to be blind," she
the seemed largest by New York going to appear In a new light?"
the foteelt, 1-•• Pawtucket, $104.19. answered, rather snappishly, "I can't
Only ten (o'er cities had a per capita give you eyes."
net debt of over $75. The tax levy j "Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; it's
per capita was largest for Boston, the same jacket you always wear, and
,$30.16. the same skirt"-,
I "Oh, don't bother. I've got my
SEVENTEENTH CHILD hair done up differently, and I've got
COMES TO PARENTS. a new 
hat. I don't want to talk about
It. If you take no interest in my tip
earance there's nothing more to be
said. What do you think about these
Japanese now?"
The rest of his interview with
Agatha was far from pleasant. But
his column review 'of the novel by het
James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very conscientioui
'young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the deci-
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
the ordinary social lies were revelletel
to him. He never traveled in a class
Superior to that for which he haa
taken his ticket. He never did any-
thing which was not extremely care-
ful and conspicuously honest. With
such. a character, there was only one
thing that the young man could ulti•
mately become.
Shortly after he became a reviewei
of fiction for the Daily Record it hap
pened that he met Agatha. Agaths
Asa litea _comparatively early age beet
left an orphan. As her education wet
defective, and as she did not liki
children, there was only one thing
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly after Agatha had be
come governess that she and Jamet
met. Her face was wholesome ant
practical, rather than beautlful. Foi
borne weeks he never told hit
love. Then one afternoon he took hei
to hear an oratorio. It may have beet
the effect of the musfe, or of the tee
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The feet re
mains that when they climbed up or
the omnibus be called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of Oat
paurney he called her Agatha. He
treasured the oratorio programme, an4
met her frequenUy. One night there
was an air of mystery about her.
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
in a new light, James."
"I wati:d not have you different,"
said Jetties. This was quite the right
thing to say, as he had seen it in 3
book.
"East side of Waterloo bridge, ,about
Six to-morrow," said Agatha.
"Right," said James. lie would then
have kissed her, but refrained front
the publicity which would have attend
eel the act.
The next mbrning there was brought
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasant ii
you happen to be paid for it. He
would have groanen still more if the
books had not come, becau.e that
would have meant no work, arii wan'
of work would have made sundry ro
mantic possibilities more ren etc. At
It was, they had arranged to be mar
ned next year in the sweet aprinj
time. Quite quietly. Bride la browt
cloth. Honeymoon of seven days at
Lattlehampton.
He tore his mind away from romance
in real life and settled down to in
mance as it is written, and the ven
fist volume that he picked up wai
entitled "A Love of Other Days," bj
Agatha Brown. This was the new
Light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She bad written a !ovel, and
be was to review it. He w indered it
the editor of the Daily Record would
stand an entire column ale ut an un
known genius. James almest regret
ted that he had discovered three un-
Known geciuses the week before; 11
was likely to spoil the mat eet.
He notleed the name or [Os publeee
era with regret. Agatha would have
done better to have consulted him
Then he read th- took and buried hts
face in his bands, for thee. novel by
Agatha Brown ems about tee most
ontrid teleg in fiction that had pot.
kited hIs chambers for the last
morths. It w.ls wrong eve: ',where; it
was wrong all through. 1 ..ere is tc
worse thiLg oa earth than /I bad his
torleal novel, and this was very had
historical novel.
Here, -then, was the cent"- t between
love and duty. Duty wee scratched.
and love walked over. By tee evening
he had written a coIumn hat: re Agatha
Brown as the greatest gee, !s that the
country had yet seen. Bt his heart
was broken. For once he 13..ci not beep
corselert ions. He could net live with
that stain upon his soul. Eo he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
bridge, take one long, last farewell,
and 'hen send off the 1,N.,:4; and coin
mit suicide Agatha was a little late




ahoulen't be so silly.'
"Then somebody else with your
aame has."
St. John's, N. F. Aug. 8.--The mea-
sure adopted at the last session of
the legislature requiring Chinetsee
entering the colony to pay a head tax
nf Oloo each was put into force to-
day by the colonial cabinet. The as-
sent of the imperial ministry was se-
cured before the step was taken. The
proclamation comes jest in time, it
is said, to prevent a scheme for the
importation of 500 coolies into the
colony.
This etimmet will occur the seventh
centenary of "the vocation of St.
Little Chap and All' His Brothers
and Sisters Hale and Hearty.
Sterling. Ill., Aug. 8.—The seven-
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'Girl Suing For Breach of Promise
Says Lover Hired Higwaymen
to Make Attacks Upon Him
SHREWD YOUTH PUT BOLD ROBBER TO FLIGHT EACH TIME
AND MISS DENNIG SUCCUMBED TO HIS GALLANTRY—
THEN WANNAMAKER FORGOT HER AND MARRIED AN-
OTHER.
4 Pttsburg, Aug. 8.—A story of a
hired highwayman twice being used
A to win her love is it be told when
ss Gertrude Denning,425 testifies
1
against William L Wanuarniker,
whom she has sued for $25,0oo dam-
ages for alleged breach of promise to
She says she loved him for his bray-
----ery-artfisfettly-e-xpeeted-se--marry-
in pursuance of their engagement.
:But young Wannarnaker married an-
other girl.
11:fiss Dennig and Wannamakes be-
came acquainted in, toot. In January,
1902, they became engaged and he
gave her a ring. Later. s.he says, he
gave her ao engagement ring.
The first date for the wedding was
on Christmas, 1903, so Miss Dennig
said, and that Wannamaker did not
keep his promise, claiming hi s, moth-
er fainted at the news.
Than Miss Dennig went to Lon,
••Oltio,,to visit her sister, Mrs. Caroline
Schrag. Wannamaker went with her.
There it was that the alleged fake
hold-up happened.
"One night," said Miss, Dening,
"when we were coning home, we
were held up by a masked man. Will,
without a moment's hesitation, sailed
right into him, and after a struggle
ss•-s'ss-• shot aft-
er the fellow as he ran away.
Aiaitlrcr -night -the--seme
attacked Will at my sister's home.
Ttey fought desperately for a while.
As the fellow ran down the road Will
followed 'him, giving hins blow after
blow.
"Several months ago that fellow
who got those two thrashings came
to me and told me the whole affair.
Ire said he got $too for the two jibs."
Wsnnarnakor denies that he hired
the mon to play the part of a trigfi
waymaia .He ethnics 'having once se-
effect a marriage license, but claims
he feared to use ,it because he was
under age.
NODERN WOMAN 1
least bit o felocution or striving after
effect. I met a young American girl
who lives in London whose story-
telling is quste unique. 'Her person-
ally 
conISTORY  TELLER success, too. a great deal to thes. 
and promising artist. As a child she
lived in Jamaica, and, having an in-
AN OCCUPATION THAT CALLE sayable taste for stories, had been
FOR PECULIAR TALENT.
Stock in Trade of a Jamaica Girl Who
Finally Was "Commanded" to
Appear at Windsor Castle.
ing stories, and a reputation as a
• successful raconteur a sound has.s for
becoming a successful professional
story-teller, and have had the dis-
agreeable experience of finding them-
selves a failure in the work. The
half-sung, half-spoken ,method of re-story-teller needs no outside critic for
assurance as to success or failure. The calihsr a poem. It is said to resemble
subtle response of the listeners gives ithe way the old bards veld their tales
the result in unmistakable terms, it in verse. I th•nk a story-teller is a
good story-listener. for I confess toIs Where the elusive something, called
the greatest delight in ttis clever"personal equation." counts more than
anything else. girl's work. and to some envy. too.
I this really exceptional talent of
woman came to New York with let-
About five years ago an English-
story-telling is only an aside in the
atees to several prominent people tell- real career as an artist. I shall n
ing of the success which she had over next year. and know of one or
two women who will do so also.made in London in telling fairy
"We are all simply entertainers andstories to 'children at children's par- 
not &'i the sort of educationalties, and delightful stories in French
story'-telling which is not only in-which were told at evening entertain-
nrents private and public. As a so-
cial diversion there did not seem to
he much demand for sit ory-tel&g. and
the prospect of engage Is was
very limited. About this time librari-
ans, were finding out the great educa-
tional influence that could be exerted
by systematic story-telling to chit-
. dren. who made such large and desul-
tory use of books. This Englishwom-
an was a,slred to tell fairy tales in the
c'hildren's room of several large libra-
ries, and was instantly a success. In
a short time she not only had many
engagements to tell stories, bur was
employedin teaching others the meth-
od of the art. Women's clubs invited
her to tell stories and deliver lectures
on the subject in order that the home
:"story hour" could be made more ef-
fective in both pleasure and profit.
The demandi has steadily grown.
and tfier.e is a large number of women
engaged in the world professionally.
If we are indebted to England for
one of the hest and most successful
of story-tellers, London in turn has
experience - with
'Americans in the past year or two.
Southern Woman's Experience.
A southern woman, who has been
very mush in demand in this country
for entertainments has just returned
from London, where she filled a num-
ber of engagements during the fash-
ionable season just closed. She sad,
dese.ribing her experiences:
"I was a pert of what the English
critics 'termed! the 'American invasion'
this season, and. to tell the truth it
Was amlaring honS many American
`entertainers' of one sort and another
were in evidence, musicians, instru-
mental and yocal, even a whistler,
dancers, and last but not leastt, tell-
ers of stories. I tell negro stories,
and the cake walk craze has led to
a rtienvand for darky tales in the dia- According to the American Mann- •
lect. I WQ9 kept prety busy for two facturer, the coal deposits of North
'months at evening parties, teas, week- Altrierico are estimated to contei'm
en house parties, in. addition, to 'sev- nearly as much as. those of Europe,
eral puhlit recitals. or 68nono,00csorio tons. bir. even this
"English people do not like recita- .1 gigantic 'figure is completely dwarfed I
-60ns; they want storks told in a by wealth of coal, as to which
personal way, just as one wouldi talk I it is at present impossible to snake
to a group of friends without the an even approximate estimate.
ti•lct many of the old African folk
tales what survive in the West
Indies. It is very difficult to get the
natives to tell these stories., many of
them connected wish spells and
charms, to grown people, so this girl
was very fortunate in hearing so
many. She published a book of these
tales that attracted! considerable in-
terests especially in England and the
Story-telling is as, old as language. author was often asked to tell a story
yet the modern woman finds it in order that .he quaint dalect might
medium for a new profession, one be better understood. The girl has
which pays very well when the story- a reel genitts for die r-att of telling
seller has that indefinable personal tales, and before she knew it she had
magnersen which holt& the attention become know-n and very much in de-
o( an audience e4her of children or of mond for entertainments.
grown-up, says the New York Post!
Nlany women have undertaken the Getting a Vogue,
work, thinking an equipment of lit-' In a very short time after really
erary taste, discrimination in select- hrtoming a professional, she was
'commands-di° Windsor. and that. oi
course, increased her vogue. She has
also made an inipression with her in-
terpretatNis of poetry—more especial-
ly that of the Celtic school. They
call it lilting, and it is a most effective
teresting and amusing, but has be-
hind it a plan and a purpose. Witt!,
cbaldren the inrtions to have them
become familiar iwth the great poems
and stories of history and literature.
Grown-ups, too, have come to real-
ize, that years do not destroy the taste
for a story, and ahe surprised at the
amount of wisdom to be found in an
old fairy sale. It is surprising that
people haven't more generally sold
stories as a source of amusement and
entertainment.
"24 own experience is a typical
one. 'Maims a strong and clear
voice and enjoying reading aloud to
friends, I was frequerktly asked to
read a story as a part of an evening's
ervnertainment. After , some
specia:1 story would bec a favor-
ite and I qould be asked to repeat
it again and, again. One time T was
as4cierf to read a favorite and did not
have the book with me. but at I
Ictiew the story almost by heart I
told it, and then and there learned, the
very great difference between read-
ing and telling 4 story.. There is a
sense of freedom, exchange of quick
iinderstanding and the power of hold-
ing attention when the teller looks
intotfir faces of his audience unham-
pered by a book that is, an inspiration
which sustains one through an hour
of steady talking.
"As I have said, the success, or fail-
ure of your effort is apparent, as you
proceed, in the kind of response your
hearers make to the points of your
story. If a woman has the endow-
ments which this art demandls, there
is a field of well-paid, agreeable em-
ployment open to her. It is not a
temporary fad of amiusement, but a
revival, an adapation of one of the
oldest of the amts."
.64a &h....a.- •
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
+ +++
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville—
September 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fern Creek, August, 14-4 days.
Vance:burg, August 15-4 days.
Columbia, August ts—st days.
Shepinerdsville, August, 21-4 days.
Lawrenceburg. August 21-4 days..
Springfield. August 15-4 days.
London, August 28-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 day's.
Mt. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
Gutherie, August 23-3 days.
Nicholasville, August 28-3 days.
Shelbyville, August 28-4 days.
Florenve, August 29-4 days.
Ewing. 'August 30'-3 day's.
rstssi,,,ssess-s September 4-3 days.
Paris. September 4-5 days.
Septeurber 5--4-dia31157
Monticello, September I1-4 (hr.
Glasglow. September 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5 days.
Hartford, September 19-4 days.
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. ..
Owensboro October 2-5 days.
Mayfield, October 3—days.
+ + 4. 4. + * •
+ SILK CULTURE FARM. • 4.
PREPARING TO ESTBLISH .:• 43 copies tor 1 cent
+++++++++++++ 
.11fiorristown. Tenn., Aug. 8.—Local
sartits are new nsgotiating for the
purchase - • s hare tract of land lo-
cated about a Mile from town for the
purpose of establishing a "silk farm"
on What and the adjoining property.
which 'is already owned,' and con-
trolled by-the parties interested in the
new enterprise.
The chief .promoter of the new en-
terprise bas made a close study of
seraculture for a number of years.
and is now int Washington, for the
purpose of securing all additional in-
forrniation possible ,from the study of
imettliods used on the experimental
farms of the d cp a r trnIsrit of zsgri cul-
ture.
—Mr frinisEraciETHUD IOF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut,"smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65
YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
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Heads Size of Ordinary Gold Watch.
While Hands Are Not as Large
as s Toothpick.
With a combined weight of only
fo-ty-two Ounces, the smallest triplets
known to medical science to survive
more than a few 'hours were received
at the infant incubators at Corey
Island, says a Nev York telegram.
Immediately after the birth of the
two girls and a boy, Charles Speir,
she father, who lives in, Brorklyn,
called rpon Dr. S. Fishel, director of
the incubators in the hope of saving
the lives of the youngsters, who were
so small teat they could easily fie
placed in a coat pocket. Dr. Fische:I
wrapped the infants in cotton and
hurried them to the incubators.
The heads of the infants are not
much larger than an ordinary gold
watch. Standing erect, the tiny hu-
man beings would be pigmies along-
sde of a quart milk bottle.
The Rev. Thomas spurgeon main-
tains the same attitudle toward the
British Baptist Union as his father.
He is not a member of it and has
recently declared his purpose to re-
main outakle of it as• long as the
present state of matters, continue
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH, KENTUCKY:
We have conaghted arrangements
whereby J. E. Wli Mammon k Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become the agents
of your city for oar celebrated Orem
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone deal:Sag anything ic C.ess-
etery work, wourid do well te sea J.
F.. Williamson & Co.. and gee this
material their consideration bedore
placing their order.
Very reepeotfuily.
F. J. 9CPPO'LTE k SON.
!Incursion Rates Va. u.s 3outnern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, iiiinn.--4t6.00, August to.
it and 12. Return )imit August 31,
with prvilmse of extension to Septem-
bee 3oth on payment of so cents.
Denver, Cottoned° Spiess and Pu-
eblo, COL-436.os. Oa sale daily to
September 3oth, with return liit of
Number 3111.
Ashville, N. C.-41545. On sale
dailp the year round, mead returning
within six mantis.
Low Iliontassabsre Rana te tamp
points in the southeast, watt and
southwest as first sad 'bird Twee-
days of sack month, June t• Novem-
ber inchisive.
For acidities& information, tiabets,
it.., gall on say apses of the Ii
we Railway in address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. IL, insOast
Main street, Leniamtas. Ky.
C. N. NLINGEREVIIIM, D. 110. A.,
154 Fourth sesame, IlstiaviEs, Kr.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.
Five thousand, mulberry trees Will
be purchased this fall for November
planting on the land controlled by
financiers of the new enterprise.
13tildings of sufficient' capacity will
be erected on the silk farm and
equipped with all modern conveni-
ences and necessary appliances.
It is altogether probable that the
land deal will go through before the
expiration of another week, in whish
event parties interested will give to
the public full and detailed account
of the establi-sbanient of the new en-
terprise. -
$scissoo SUIT AFTER WRECK
John B. Reynolds Wants That Amout
From Pennsywarita Railroad.
Pittsburg Aug. 8.—John B. Rey-
nulds, a New York theatrical man-
sger, has brought suit against the
Pennsylvania Rafroad to recover
Sso.000 damages as a result of the
Harrisburg wreck.
Mr. Reynolds was returning to
Pittsburg with San Shubert, when he
was injured in the wreck near Harris-
burg.
Mr. Shubert and twenty-four others
were killed in the disaster. Mr. Rey-
nolds is associated with Wagenhalls
& Kenper.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ort of Paducah.
..01•••••
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It
and
is a trip of pleas=e, corntor
rest; good service, good tabl
good roorns, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas







Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, °amnions passage kao:
Unlimited ticket $5.ito meals and
berth ineltiddd.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
ef five or over Silt) each, witbams
weals; Semi with meals.
Good minis on all the beats. Fo•
particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent




MONEY LOANILD ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTBREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Rote r's Eilverweare, snob as Estives
SPoens, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in Wyk Grade Watches—limatem
EDGAR W. 'WHITTEMORE.
REAL E.571ifE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL "WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EAS1f
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTWEENT. vsrnutu
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE aST
wREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR :7.
Elate ̂  Q O'f. ! T ‘la SI el. •-•.......evaroN.
3Y,h, COIL_ LSON,
III. uivru,
it Steam and Hot Water Heating. I









to a ny 'etreor on any (p.m/ if 1tI7111, until you have received our complete Free casesMiter.* illustrating and describing every kind of high-stade and low-gradsbicycles, old pstterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOWPRICES and wonderful sew cases made possible by selling from factor,direct to rider with no middlemen's pendia.
mr rpm. ON L rettiArsof ant &peril, Pima* Freight andallow 10 Days Fes+ Hal and makt other Ilberel terms whkb no othehome in the world wllf do. You will :earn everything and get much valeable informatiou by simply writing us a postal.
to make moseeyilleatlatrygramg saes who apply at once.
We need • is every town and can offer an opportustts
Efrr :S ALL IT WILL COST 111•0 write tor our big FREE BICYCLE catalogs l showing, the most complete line of miss-gradeWC:VOLES, clans and SUNDRIES at PILIreeBELOW any other menufactum or dealer in the workL
Prieto $
per intr.
Alltil=nei  gra lity of rubber, wIdieh never beeemos porous sod w *blow up small punctures
a
g the air to escape. We have listedeeds ef letters from satesSed customers statingtles ==litiave en ly been pumped mistime or tweet in • whelk messes. They weigh no more thanas ry lire, the puncture resetting qualifies beteg ems by emend Myers of thin, specially
fferie an the tread. That "Beldin De" commealy felt when riding on asphalticill:rdssens Is oversonte by the patent" Street Weave" treed whisk prevents all air from being
Agsk sease
=meiSat testes's,' the tire and the road dam overcemilag all m. The regular price of thesepm. piir pair, but for advertising purposes we are ma/aft a grade! factory price to the rider
of eteiPt.lite per perk. All orders shipped mine day letter is received. We skip C.O.D. on approvaLtee imit pay a tent until you have examined and Asead them 'tritely as 
represented.We 
wIlA.111111 
l allow a eagle dlsomnat of 5 percent (thereby making the price HASS per pair) if you sendP . WITH ORDICH and ~awessthis aireisement. We will also send one nickel
Mame bums hand pump and Ivo Sampson new puseture closers es lull pall orders (these metal
yezZe clears to be used ii case of inteetimal knife cuts sr heavy gashes). Tkes to be resoled
rie if for any m nereason they are t slat dory intor on examination.
We are ly reliahle mad meney mot to us is as aide as he • bank. Ask your Postmaster
DO NOT 0117 A BICYCLE
PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L Y
.80 $4•80PER
Hoek* the tIldok rubber tresul
"A" and monetary, strips "B
sod "D." Mee mina snip "H'
I. proyeas *ma r is
sur 
atting. Th
fare f statlast any 
"tier st.strr c :3





fitimit WITH ORDER 114".1111117 L5T
Re IOW TROUBLE FROO MECUM.
Rowidt of is years experience in tire
7Cs M. etanaiir from THORP*. CAC-PORN'. NAILS. TACKS ar GLASS.
swiosa pasetures, like intentional knife craft, eas
raisemiari like any other tire.
TIPilred Tb,...-•sarri pairs .4m Is Waal ms. Owe
essallM4he T5Iot4r.11 pain sold last yea,.
It Made in all Mew It is Seely awl easy rid/awl:ley datable and lined inside
and Ball, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
theseirlim, you will And that theywill ride easier nut 
ter, 
weer better, last longer and loo
or Preidht Agent or the Miler ef this fey about us. II you order a pair cl
- Sew Sian may tire you have ever used or mese at any peke. . e know that you will be sowell plea
Just raceired, nice lot of Bracele ti. odd siam and 6-size Watches. to
caste on dollars for ten days. 211 BROADWAY. that olio" yea want a bicycle you will give us your seder. We west you to send us a small t
order at owe, home this remarkaSle tire offer.Don't forget the place. Nest to Long's drug store. go•AsT ii am,at. an built- saddle*. pedals, parts sad repairs, •
p every in the lticyelit line are sold by us at half thensua.
prises shamed by dealers and repait mem. Wri e for our big MUSSILY satalogue.Apo Nap 7. WAIT but write so a tweed today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING I
Incyele se • pair al Wee frees mreue melt you know the new tiff"
erroadarfull sears we are making. It only coma a postal to leers everything. Write it NOW. •BIJSINESS COLLEGE MI GYRE BOIPAIIY, Dept.i"JL" CHICAGO. Mb
masimmomeNo theorise taught bat initial business num the start. Ikareamb
cources in bookkeeplag, shorthand, touck-typewrIthig, ponstassiiip, ear-
Call or write far beautiful I catalog. '1111111 a il, Efinger CZ Co.respondence, spelling, cousins. 11 law, baahisic arithmetic, gramma, etc) jSJ
PADUCAH CENTRAL 'L.41-6:"1"" !Undiertakers and Embalmers,





self the best it can. One of the best
remedies is to steer clear of bankina




4i.t Register Uunding, 503 Broadv
ray.
JAMES E. WILHEtadd, President.
JOHN WILHELM. ?curer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretar*
entered as the potatiotSise of ?Ou-









Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to




We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to he 'veld Thorsday, September
20.
Thursday Morning, August 9, 1906
Encouraging Signs.
In a 'recent sermon by a noted
divine he paid a high compliment to
the press and also to the i worIcing
people when he said:
"Before saying au revoir, let me
tell you how deeply indebted I am to
the newspaper, generally for the gen-
erous and handsome way in which I
have beeen reported. It is the press
that has brought together the nations
of the earth and put them on speaking
terms) with one another; it is the
precs, with its handl on the iitilte of
nations. that intercepts the messages
from their hearts, and it is the press
that reveals all t'hat is wrong as well
as all that is right in the great social
organism. What a rrearendoita mis-
sion is yotn-e and what a tremendous
responsibility! May God continue to
bless you and your work.
"I want to say ore more word. and
it is. this: I know the workingman
well, and I Ienow this about him'—
that he cannot understand why the
viers of the leisured classes are not
flogged more than they are from the
pulpit. 'During the past month I have
seen a good deal of the man in rhe
street. and on all sides I am blessed
by t'hem for apea•king out. When a
man 'knows that it is not the poar
only. but thr rich also who gets
straight talking. he is nvore.likely to
take to 'heart what you say to him."
These woe& furnish reflection to
some people in Paducah, who would
, dry well to 'heed them. In this age and
time the two most powerful factors
for the. preservation of American
ideas and principles. together with tube
arraignment of evil. are the pre‘s and
pulpit. In Pathicah they 'have a pow-
erful force to combat. bat the indi-
catiams are. that progress is being
made towards the elevation of the
morals and the elimination of the
evils, ort at leasst, that gang realizes
that it has a fight on its hand; of a
proportion' never before equaled. Let
every man who loves his- hame and
his oonntry take a stand for law, or-
der and decency.
Beware of Speculating Bankers.
As the truth leaks out aboat the
wreciing of the Chicago bank hi
whicla was deposited the savings of
22,00o laboring people, the public
finds the same csid story. The pre,
idea( and' candlier who have thel fee
parts 'unknown, to al appearances
were model .buieness men anó citi-
zens taking a prominent par: ill
church work, and living in palatial
homes. All thia time they were rob-
bing poor people who toiled daily
for a few cents or dollars and denied
themselves many little comforts ang
pleasure, to put the money in
bank owned by those scoundrels.
It now dievelops that they were
gambler:4 pure -atter "i!fltple. WU&
they never visited the gambling belle
they were always ready to F")ecula:c
on real estate deals or anythiaa eke
drat promised money. It was an
estsy matter to take the hard-earned
money of others andel-lay •the game. It
the ventures were successful they
pocketed the profite, but if thewild
rat' ventures proved disastrious,
they did, those scamps just took the
train tor sonic other climate and left
Itihe real loserv standing out in the
rain howling over the lass af their
hard-earned' dollars. •
'This question, of wrecking banks
is herarring- a serious one in this
cotmtry and until a system can be
devised' by Which the public can he
_protected,. the public muitt protect it-
ep in all manner of deals. It takes a
right simart man to make a auccess
of one line of business and when men
branch out and undertake tQ run a
half dozen things at once it is only
a matter of time before thc crash
comes, and when it does the poor
dopes who entrusted them with their
money are the ones who suffer. Our
observation has been that bankers
• who confine their energies strictly 
to
the banking business, are the safest
men to do business with; they give
! theirhime and attention to the affairs
of tflie bank and are always on the
alert to protect its interests; on the
other hand, bankers who become-
, apecu'ators in outside ventures often
make bad -deals and in -truing to save
themselves they neglect their proper
duties and often resort to using the
bank's money for their protecthan.
Wlhen they one: get into speculating
success makes them more eager to
get more money, but to lose is often
followed by getting still deeper ir.
the mire until filially they are over-
whelmed. Beware of the man who
has too many irons in the fire.
Duty of Editors.
Editors with the courage to not
only speak their sentiments but to
Write and print them, are oftten the
target for shafts hurled by the
scamps they expose. and all ?manner,
of atterearts to diseredit such ealtors
are made. Very often good men are
used by that gang in their fight on
the press but it is only a matter of
time before the value to a commun-
ity of a fearlesis newspaper is ap-
preciated. Without a newspaper to
stand up for the public a comentmitat
will soon find itself in the grasp of
monopoliest the grafters and the law-
less element.
Att the meeting of the allied edi-
torial association of Indiana today
John B. Stoll, editor of the South
Bend Times, delivered an address on
The Mission of the True Newspaper
Man."
Spealeing of graft and other pres-
ent-day evils he • : 'These evils
are, indalt ious. They
threaten greater dangers than have
ever before beset the nation. Com-
pared with them the disunion plans
of 1861 lose their baj eminence as the
foulest treason in this country's his-
tory. Those plans would, indeed.
have destroyed the nation, but theae
deb.‘ucheries unchecked will bring
destruction upon the people.
"The rob*. -.and corporations
have no politics and there is no poli-
tics in efforts to resist them. The
naist important part of the mission
af the truelewapaper man is to exert
the mighty influence of the press it,
the cause of civic righteousness.'
St. Louis and ,Public Ownerahtp.
The St. loaLuis Post-Disrpatch :n
cnmerenting an municipal ownirsaip
at Nbonroe, La, says: /
"Mint-wog, I.a.. is the (-mat cray in
A in.e rica to adopt complete munici
pal ownership of public utilities and
it is gradually acquiring (everything
the city is exclusively interested in.
Monroe's first venture into mainicipal
ownership was the acquisition of the
electric light plant In a few years.
in addition to furnishing street ligbts
free of cost and travieg interest:, cm,
the investment, the plant has paid for
itself otft of its own earnings by add-
ig improvement; to the extent of
• ita original eost—$60.000. This is a
Parallel acse to thee of S. Louis
where the city engineer, in less than
two years, saved the price of the
city-owned plant which lights the
cty hall, four court% and courthouse.
Municipal Ownership.
The census Irtreau of the govern-
ment gives out some Interesting sta-
tistics on the subject of municipal
tee ownership. Out of the set cities 'if
this country containing over 3o,000ln-
habtants. tofi of that number own
their water worlcs. There are only
seven cities in the country of over
too.000 population that do not own
the water warks. This statement
seta at rest the claim often male
by corporation newspapers, and
stockholders that municipal awner-
'hip is not desirable. If that claim
was true, the citiea now owning wat-
er works) would be trying to get rid•
(el them, hut it-eaten-it of that, it is a
fact that near•y every city in the latel
striving to own its water worksaust
is only pfevented from doing ao by a
'handful of men who own those
plants. The total revenue derived
from the public, utilities owned hy
the 1st cities in one year was $112,-
2,41).827: in addition to this vast




reaped the benefits of low rates avlift% Hot, Humid and Hasty.
puhlic purpoaes. n (1-ouisville Herald
.)
a cital, it 
There is some ceimectiou between
Peat-soh hot and humid weather oa, the one
mat own a water and light plant.
free service for
order to 111:thC
rIthe other day a physician sued the
estate of a rich Philadelphian for a
fee bill of $33,000, being at the rate
of $300 per day for his professional
services. That was considered an
enormous fee. Now another Thy-
sician is suing the heirs of a Pitts-
burg woman for $299,980 for services
rendered' the d'ece'ased during the
last two years of her life. If this
is not robbing the dead, then we do
not know What to call it.
At 'afleCointb City. Miss., last week
an election was held to determine
whether or not the city should own
ts electric light plant and' with it, a
bond issue. The question carried by
over 3 to r. The city already owns
:the water giant and on the v.)te ta
extend thernainsit carried by IR to




The Negro Young People's Chris-
tion and Ednicatron Congress that re-
cently conrluded its labors in Waah-
ington, issued an address ivihich,
among other things. characterizes as
a "inieschievotra fallacy the dogma rhat
the white race voiluntarily imposes
taxes upon itself for tfhe edocationt of
the negro." It declares that the "las
borer more than any other class bears
the weight of the public burden and
justly entitled ha share in all pub-
lic benefits, and that the apporlion-
ment of such benefits according to
tax-paying Att.:ties. is never advanced
except where dhe race isetie is in-
volved."
The prow-sion, to give only negro
taxes to the support of negro schools
is a dogma of Governor Vardaman
of Mississtippi and has had no gen-
eral sanction in the south. The press
of the south and the best element 01
it public Men have opposed the hlea,
and it is not likely to be put into
practice in eoutheen states or com-
munities. It little behooved a nero
aasembly. therefore. to agitate the
Illiatrer, and' at was unwise to assonie
the contentious attitude and combat-
ive tone eYdlent in the aeldresa which
:he Washington assembly issued
Tf the white race in the aoirth has
not voluntarily imposed taxes on itself
for negro education. it would be in-
teresting to ktnow what power con-
strained' it to do AO. The very ap-
nrehension that the Vardaman doc-
trine may be put into general practice
controhert% the assertion that it is
forced. The argument that the work-
hag people are indirectly taxpayerc is
afore to the point. entirely sound, in
fact, but to admit its truth does not
warrtrit the assertion that the white
people of the south have actcil under
erareptalaion in providing free achoola
for ream children. It sr-1y be that
the whites have been only into and
not genertrea in this action. hut it will
not make the bureen more agreeable
for t'em to he told that it is carried
by command.
These negro assemblies are always
itisting• on the point of i-ieie that ob-
literates race diatireticm. and they ar-
ray themselves in hostility to the
soul berm centIment that s on
the distinction, being rigidly observed.
Tn thia way they create an irritant
and give rise to a fr.ction that con-
%they're the worst feature of the race
proh tem
The regroes have teen the moat
aaaiated people the world ever knew.
especially in the neuter of education.
It was mostly cant that made the
old-time Puritan alave-trader of New
England say that he was bringina
heathen hlacka from Afric-a to Ameri-
ba to be made into eivit'eed Chris-
tians. His porpriae was simply the
profit that the trade afforded, but the
result was in a larpe degree what
.{.•• ;• r. 1,,. tat
when slavery was ale-dished hia de-
seendlants imisted that Macke
were qual$fied fs* the enlightered
datiew of American etizelisfaCs Cer-
tainly the tittelare of slaver-. what-
ever its wrongs and ethical improprie-
ties, served to elevate the African say_
age. Sirire the liberation of the slaves
the philanthropy of the world has
been directed to negro education.
Booker Wa.4hi n gton a Tuakegee
school and the negro :chord at Hamp-
ton. Va.21itve the largest incomes of
any schoole, in 44,. .soistk, am+ it -is.
nearly all in each instance derived
from white dtmations.
Secretary Bonaparte told this same
negro aasembly in Washington thief
the vie ehouldi letarn to be self-
reliant 'a advice followed the ash
areal of a negro hi.thop tthat was
pitchied en the enemplainng tone of
negro marte-dartea and long sufferance
of egregionz wrong. The negroes
should rejoice in the progress they
have made, .,how aopreciaticm of the
favors they have reiceived.. and above
all things, desist fromi irritating the
pride and sensittivenees of the domi-
nating Anolo-Sexchas of the south.
a Mona wilInn they mar at live. There
is no widlespread disposition in the
south to cut off the suppoet that has,•
fen- ftvrty years been given to negro
schools. and it is very unwise in .1
leer() assembly to agtate ,the tales.
ifors in a pugnacious address cake
late& to arotsse the white re-sentntent
....aaaeaskaaailuatisosasaioa—.....
and hasty deeds on the other. Crimes
Of passion are more frequent in the
heated teeny crimes of premeditation
more numerous in the colder season.
-Murders and suicide are of frequent
occurrence in 'high temperatures. es-
pecially when the atmosphere is damp
and gluey. The man bent on self-
destruction wants .no bright day
for the treed The rich and vivi-
fying beams of the son, the pictu-
resque coloring of field, forest and
.hillside, the murmurs of falling wa-
ters and the songs of bird ceeation
invite to life and to life's enjoyments.
The dark and gloomy day, the ill-bod-
ing nighttime, the lonesome retreat.
the depressing air suggest misery and
lead to selferhestruction.
Singular, too, hod humid weather
rna'kea people fidgety and quarrel-
some. A passing remark that on a
pleasant September morn would
arouse no unpleasantness is, in Au-
gust. a casus. belli. Yet sir:rimer, with
ire 
compensations. It is trod the season
of scheming. fraud, and planning mis-
<thief. The New York World assures
ire readers that trusts are not formed
nor monopolies created nor franchises
stolen in Ammer. This season of
relaxation stems to forbid both the
wrongful efforts of high finance and
the studied calculation of more mod-
est 'hut not less selfish individual ef-
fort.
The moral sense .'s innate and in-
ternal: but its outward manifiestal
tions. through which it can find' rec-
ognition and' expression', depend on
externals, of which the weather is one
of the most potent. Man is certainly
an easily influenced creature. A crowd
of men is as mobile as a flock of
animals. A agni a word. a -note, a
shng may move either. The slightest
noise in the quiet of the night haS
influence on the nervous system that
the discharge of a park of artillery
might not have in daylight. The
sound of the midnight fire alarm
thrills the whole being. as Mght not
a sweet chime in hours of wakeful-
nese.
Self-control should be acqairect to
such a degree as to make you:it aa
impervious as possible to sudden
movemets, surprises and atmospheri-
cal mutations.
•1•16.,..ry
"BOYS" OF so WANT
A "FRESH START."
V
V "1 t Mtan:rimstrtuteltirris,grartmniall
Half a Hundred Answer Advertise-
ment Offering an $8 a Week
Job.
--
How men there. asks the Exam-
iner, in Chicago who at so years of
age are wiling to "start" at $8 a
week and take a ch•anre on promo-
tion?
lillore than fifty men yestree-y said
that they belonged in that class. 
A
At fifty years af age moat mei,
think that 'they are entitled to havi•
the fruits of earlier toil. A maiority
of men who reach that age without
a competence think they are hopeleaa
failures. They regard it as the time
to end life instead of the time to
start it.
Yet more than,_half a .hundred yes-
terday set an example to the despond-
ent and gave visible proof t!int on •
;‘: not the exclusive property of
youth.
Here is .the adveetiseirent that
broughe out tole half-centiree ahoy"
Irressible Chicago.
(London !Back and White.)
hfarnago by the way, is an institu-
tion which has, lately been engaging
the eat-neat attiention of a certain pro-
fessor at Chicago university. who has
been afflicted with the reflection that
so large a proportion of marriages
turn nut unhappily and, prorroses that
in order to protect impulaivs human-
ity from its own indiscreation a
probationary period of six month%
should be impoaed by the legislature
between bethrorhal and wadding. No
me can conteFt the levity almoct
a-ith which the reapone:bilitiea ot
matrimony are unckrtaken by many
people, but the professor id Chicago
forgets the influences which make the
young nvan and maiden Ightly turn
to thougius of love are in uo degree
prudential. Harahan& and wives ars,
not chosen for their fitne:s but for
their attractiveness. As Dean Swift
remarked: "the art of cpreading net.




The tither day a colliaica; in erte of
the New York streets ny,:aurned a
f a d of watermelons and one of the
'zest of them fell into hands of
i:iintimitive colared boy. Va hen he
hatl finished it an amused spectll•tr
c.-rnparcil Ms size with Vint of t* e
eielon and found that ilia fruit bad
notch the advantage of the bay in
both girth and weight. "Aren't you
afraid all that melon will kill you
lie asked the lad. "Kill me!" the little
fe low scornfully repeated. "I only
jea' wisht I had anodder." And ye:
the very day berare this happened
the Chinese giant of Mott street, a
person of herculean build, had f
(Limbed to a much smaller melon.
"Fancy Table Ways in Missouri.
(Co)umbus Herald.)
We ac aetting dead swell in this
town. We cat ice cream with a fork
1:zaime tithe ago we Itarned to make
salad at the dinner table. Then we
aerved cof.'ee In the library after din-
tier. We are beginning to us a them
yen whew thereaia-enet ete1ptime.-4ne
is finger have A at breakfast.
after fruit and before bacon, even
ashen there is no attest at the house.
1hat's dead swell. We have drunk
soup out of a teacup and put gimes
on the fried chicken, and now we eat
ice cream vvithta fork. Why not?
i These little evidences of social prog-
reaa are commendable.
MIDDLE-AGED MAN—For wrap-
ping and billing express packages:
work light: position permanent; $8 ta
start: good hahts and references re-
quire. Room tots Ntedinah Bldg.
A -slender, nervous m.an got the job.
He sent a pen over the paper offered
as a teat of his penmanship with
speed and accuracy.
The "younesters" who did not get
the nlace. and who are atilt champing
the hit. waiting for a mart. presenter!
an interestina study.
The Failure of Youth.
That waa one side of the picture
oresented at the.office of the Buckley
& JeniVnge Company, which firm had
inserted the advertisement. The oth-
er developed the youthful failures.
They also wanted a young man al
the place.
Cigarette-stained- fingers, eyes that
told of late nights and had company
made it plain why the young man
screeht a cheap job.
They were more hopeless than the
old mere From both classes the firm
%%ceded the men who were "sonrctl
on the world." From the cheerful
list came the winners.
Vet"--n l,i tb0
"1 ans looking for.a !iglu inh
eaii.‘e 1 cannot stand h-ird work." said
a G. A. R. veteran. "After four year.
cof ,ervice I found that ms- head
whirkd arioinel when I worked hod.'
The second Iran 'n the rejected line
did rot let the failure jar him.
"I'm only 6n." he said. "1 have a
stood education and will make myself
independent yes"
A woman added a touch of pathos
in a little letter
"I hope you can wait until my has-
/lane get borne tanight," she wrote
"I will send him down at once"
"THE CRUSADER"
Representative of New Kentucky
Publication Now In the City.
The initial nitriA.,r of 'The Cru.
soder" a rrs•ntlily journal devoted 1,)
combatting the cal, of the tray
made its initial appearance last Mont!'
and it IA of a character that merit-.
the mtlataort. of all good people 
who
are imerrated in seeing the redemp-
tion of Kentucky from the terasp
the grafter. the cerrept palitician ansl
the hawleaa element.
It is owned and pohishel by -Caa
tain Noel &Alines. at Frankfara
man a ho has %fen much of pit'dic af-
fairs andhaa the coura:e to speak 1)11:
in ttla‘aaherrnei W111ala4iritial 'mintier
as a criterion the subsequent issues
will be interesting.
Mrs. Adele Gaines- Tanner.- a sitv:er
of the publisher is in the cay ralich•
ing subscriptions and is incetiel with
much success in securing subscribers
mid expects to run the hat im into
the hundreds.
Lawn Party.
On last Tiles-day evening Miases
Emma Great- and Ellen Ratcliffe en-
tertained aa nirtrher of their friends
at their home on Vet Broadway
The gitesea began to arrive at an





antly spent in playing derents,graev :de.%
and dancing festhe young peole,p
haa enjoyed' themeelves a few hour%
in different amaisenents they weren-
ted into the dining room where
aelicious refreshments were
The (helm- scheme iv pink and white
was effectively carried out in, the ices
and' table decoratitms.
Those reeent were: Mises Edith
Cope, Iniest nit-emotion. Emma Grow
Ellen Ratcliffe Mary Burnett Martha
Cope Macy Clark, Gladys Colhoure,
Nettle NfleGadden. of St. Louie:
Cora Roberteon, Lizzie Burnett.
Grace Holland, Mary Bernhard. Pearl
and Miley Bailey: Mesara
Robt. Kirklanel. Robt. flicks. John
Campbell. Walter 'flicks. Sinnott
Meyers! Lawrece Powell. Lim, Boyd
Wayne Rye. Philip Bailey. Warren
Gilbert, Richard Gilbert and Nelson
Broadfoot




GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS Go CENTS. TICKES ON
BlanCli% SALE SMITH &
 NAGLE'S,


















to aoo horse power. liest, chea
et and most economical.










Also to Asheville, Hendersonville.'
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
ei the Sky" and beau iful "i; aphire•
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
elniate, picturesque mountain scenery,
and splendid hotels.
Sind t en cent stamp for "Land oi
the Sky" b addet and other hand-
somely ilestrated literature.
J. F. 1.0GAN, Trav. Pass. Agent,
'Lexington, Ks.
C. If. tIUNGERFORD, Dist. Paw
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. R ALLEN, Mat. Gen!. Pass._









We t wide al the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost cars,



















'. "4/. L. Per...
Vincennes  611 . 33 .653
.Cairo  .. 50 44 .512
Jacksonville  47 47 .500
Paducah ,  46 ., 47 495
Danville  42 56 .429
Mattoon  36 59 .379
Jacksonville at Paducah.
Ifincennees at Danville.4 Mattoon at Cairo.
i Fine Game at Danville.
Danville. 111„ Attg. 8.—In the*to double header today the first game









 Fleming and Ott.
The -second 'game was tied-by- be-
ing called in the eleventh on account
of darkness:
RH F.
Vincennes  6 1
Danville   6133
Ratteries--Perdkie and Matteson;
Gueney and Ott,. Perdue, 14 strike
outs.
Cairo Won; Double Header.
Cairo, III., Aug. 8.—While the
grounds were egos, in good condition
as a result of yesterdays rain Cairo
took twai fast games from Mattoon
the feature pf the first game was the
heavy Ilion& by both teams. In the
second Way gave an excelent exhi-
bition of twirling and held the visi-
tors to three has.
R II F.
Cairo 8144
Mattoon 4 7 4Batteries; Hatch and Quiesser;
'leCarthy and Johnson.
lzeconsl geme:
Cairo 4 10 4Nlattorm 0 3




Every member of the "Indian" 50.-
000 club" ig entisled to a booster's,
ticket thiaafternnon to the ball game.
The battle is to go eighteen rounds.
Umpire N'ingeson will referee the
contest.
Join the Indians so.ocio club andgive them a grand stand full ofbaseball enthusiastic fans this after-noon
The double header comes off and
Piatt will pitch one of the games.
fackaonville and Paducah, well.soy. its 'ening to be a hot one.
Twit game g for :hirty-five
Ugh,






DULL IN LEGAL CIRCLES
YESTERDAY.
A Few Marriage Licenses Issued and
Minor Suits Instituted—Two
Marriages by Squire..
Things were very dull around the
big county building yesterday, and
the offices were practically deserted.
Marriage Licenses.
. Tom Crane to Miss Nellie McCarty,
both of Paducah.
Elias E. Taylor to Miss Bettie
Leardin, both of Paducah,
ale. of,1üTiiIW, to Miss
Ethel Terre 1, of °Usher, Ill.
Two Couples.
On last Monday afternoon at
o'clock at the office of Justice John
J. Bleich Fsarnest Nelson. was 'united
in marriage to Nliss Lee Jacobs.
At the residence of Justice Bleich
last Tuesday evening at 8:30 Tom
Crane was married to Miss Nellie
leCarthy.
Suit on Note.
L. B. Ogilvie & Co., againist Mrs.
alcrtie Wilber on note for $117.74.
Asks Divorce.
Mrs Rubie Vance Emery sues for
a divorce from her husband Lorenza
et. Emery, on the grounds of aban-
donment.
Amendled articles of incorporation
of the T. C. Leech Investmen com-
pany were filed yesterday aftternoon
raising the capital stock from $2,000
to $10,000
Henry W. Buck deeds to Ben
Nike-had property near Fourth and
Ohio streets for $1,600.
SOCIAL AIOTES.
Miss Blanche Street entertained
Tuesday night at her home on South
Sixth street in honor of Miss Erma
Reitz's visitor, Miss Flora Rohr.
• • *
Last Tuesday eveniug at the homeof Miss Ethel Seamon on South Edda
street 'Misses Luna and Essie DougIlea of Mayfield, who are the guests
of the Misses Beytrs on Monroe
strket were p easantly entertained.• • •
cents Miss Gussie Herring entertained a!%s of her Ulan& with a lawn partyWillie
ki her home on South Third street
Chief says 'he has laid up enough
' sday evening.
roamof that new stipple of ginger to last 
5. 5 s es
Owing to thc threater4g• seether
the seeson out Every Indian limit
abe a live one, the battle is nearly 
Tuesday eventn *Miss Gene Mover on home grounds. hit %vas to give a boating party. Both teams had a good r stpoieet it and entertained the in-terday 
est yet-
vited guests at her home on MadisonJohn D. and his fishing -,party tif street.
• • •• about iso arr'ved in the city at an
early hour this morning witile wait- Mrs. H. Well:, entertained M-ing en the corner of Fifth and foimally with a pietty morning part:iltreadway fie their rigs a news boy at her aaartnt tat in the Empire fiatspassel by on his morning delivery in honor littes Maitre Milltr an.!every member plItehased a Register Mary Newtees who arc the guests ofnoticing there was going to be a Mrs. C. L. Van .deter.double 'header played at the ball park • • •thie atternoon they postponed their Mrs. NV. A. P.:try ent:rtaintrip indefinitely flat', Right today with a morning party at her
home in honor of Misses HattieRdturn Prom Louisville. Miller and Mary Newman who arcMisses Bertha Hill and Ella Bryan thc popular guests of Mrs. C. L. Vanand Mrs. T. M. Hill returned yeeter- Meter.Gay from a pleasant visit to relatives • • •end friends in Louisville. They left Mrs. W. Yt Griffith will entertainPaducah about two weeks ago by ral• In t. Sunday school class at s ii'e•ockend returned by river on the .Steamer this afternoon at her home, Wood-Moraine &pr. They report a pleas- lawn in the northern part of thean:- visit while in Louisville and ri city.pleaseet •-iie-t'swn the river






Our shoveing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Ycur will be de-
Fehtecl with our display of
licit-pine and buckles, Hair
Ornamemn in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are






Iowa Democrats Adopt Platform;
Name Ticket and Indorse Bryan.
Waterloo, Ia., Aug. 8.—The Dem
eratie state convention nominated a
litote ticket, headed by C audeotter, of Appanoose county, for
governor; adopted a platform, and
adjourned sine die tonight.
The platform favors a tariff for
ievenue only, the election of United
States senators by direct vote of the
people and demands the ena.ctmenteafe
iii-aiigislation as will effectually dc.
xtrov al• 'rusts.
The platform expresses sympaths
with the purposes of national labor
organizations as set forth in recent
addresses by Samuel Gompers, Jolei
Mitchell and others calling on labor
tr. assert its political rights at the
ballot box. .
A resolution was adopted pledging
to Wiliam Jennings Bryan the sup-
port of Iowa Democrats for the
presidency in 1908. •
122%.1.• • .
Judz‘e r../C7 iata of :7r
peals to Crowd el,
jaiaiing to a ;nob hrs.,:
negro under arrest here sttspected
at assaulting Miss nyrfe Fugate last
Friday, Judge Gordon succeeded in
preventing any violence.
Judge Gordon declares that he i=
determined to protect the prisoner.The jail is being guarded.
-or
Sensititinal DEDICATE CHURCH'Disclosures of
Bank Wreckers NEW CHAPEL OF CHRISTIAN
CHURCH ON GOEBEL(Continued From Page One.)
wails and the sobs of widows and
orphans.
Think He's in Chicago.
Inspector Shippy said last night
,Shal /lg. be ieeecL_ Steissiand to be
somewhere in Chicago. Where Her-
ing is is also a matter of speculation.
Some think him a suicide. But those
who know him best reject the idea
that .he has had or will have the
courage to kill himself. Ile is said
to be thick-skineied, impervious to
ciaieisin, disregardful of public or
private censure. Such characters
never die voluntarily. Hering lives.
Theodore Stensland, son of the
44-essiden
il bards. He was arrested yester-
day in the office of the chief of police.
Justice Severson issued the warrant.la the farenooa the same 2tistiee hai
demurred when asked to issue a war-
rant for the arrest of the eder Stens-
land. The two had been friends, were
ip the bank. But he tipsily. received HELD OVER
still. Moreover, he was a depositor
the charge against Stensland fhe
yceng man. Theoslore, was released
on $5,00o. His bond was signed by CHARGED WITH ROBBING Ahis attorney, Jacob Kern.
MAN AT ELRODSLast Saturday, after the vice presi
SALOON.dent knew the bank to be insolvent
and while directing solely the affair=
of the tottering institutiona he is al-
, C. W. Nelson a Ship Carpenter Al-
leged. to have received for deposit
T6 from John Philip Straub, a 
: leges That He Was Robbed saloonkeeper doing business at 533 By a Painter.
AVENUE.
Will Be Dedicated Sunday Morning
_
' August I2, By Rev J. D. Smith- -
Sunday morning at it o'clock the
little chapel erected by the Christian
church on Goebel avenue in the
southern part of the city, will be
dedida.eted. The finishing touches
are now being put on the building
are everything put in readiness for
the services.
The sermon will preached by Rev.
J. Dallas dwell, -one
the leading divines of that denomina-
tion.
There will be dinner on the
grounds and a cordial invitation i;
extended to the public to be pre=ent
on the auspicious occasion.
Nli•veankee avenue. Straub swore tothe warrant. Stensland, hearing thathe was wanted, went to Chief Collins'
office. At the time James B. Forganand E. A. Potter were closeted withthe chief. After Stensland had been
formally placed under arrest he droveto Justice Severson's with his lawyer
Search All Northwest.
The entire Northwest is being
searched for Paul 0. Stensland. A
description of •him has been tele-graphed all rai•road and steamship
depots. Yesterday morning it wasrumored that a Chicago woman, wellknown in 'local musical circles, had
disappeared with the banker. Thathowever, was found to be untrue.
Stensland, wherever he may be, if outof the city, is alone.
Judge Brentano was quick to takeaction when application was made tohim for a receiver for the bank. JohnF. Fetzer was appointed. In an hour
bis bonds of $t.000.000. signed by theIliinois Surety company, had been
approved and he took charge. Expert
bookkeepers at once were assignedta assist Bank Examiner Jones. The
latter was deluged all day in a ma'ssof incriminating evidence againstStensland and Hering. It is said thatforged checks, forged notes.pudiouecollateral that stacked up two feethigh, already has been discovered
The father the examiner delve intothe books and debris of the bank,the more severe grows the evidenet
It is shown that for many yearsboth the president and the cashier
have dalried deliberate y along the
shady roads of moral turpitude. Both
have been lost of the rules that gov•
ern gentlemen. Stensland has lived
the fife of the modern Leopidae
While posing as a leader of religions
thought. assuming the role of
Christian teachee. he was pursuing
the paths secretly, that inevitably
leads to misfortune and to shame
That inexorah'e law that says men
teelnot worship gambling dens and
discarded women and wine feasts and
1 se applies truly to .Stensland. And
tf he were had, What must be said
of his cashier. Hering? Tie .patro-
it.red the swiftest and gaudiest sa•tu-nalias of the swiftest and gaudiest
saturnalias of vice and crime; spent
money as if 'it grew on trees; backed1e- okmakers. and himself plunged
more establishments and paid himseif
C. W. Nelson, a ship caulloer and
carpenter, claims that he was rob-
bed Tueeday afternoon while asleep
Ak John Elrrxfs saloon, at 125 South
Second street, of $5oby a white man
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO,
named Fred Zimmerman. who was
arrested by Officers Johnson and THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.Cross on the charge of robbery. 
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW ORNeilson live- in Louisville, but he 
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND.
hae been working in, Paducah on the
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
dry docks and marine ways. Nelson
states that he entered the saloon AND AGREEABLE HUESabout 6 o'clock Tuesday morning and
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH(
had not been drinking a thing up un-
til noon. He left the saloon at 12 ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THEo'clock and returned in about an hour 
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY'
and took another drink, and then
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
went hack of the saloon and laid
down on the floor arid went to sleep.
some one going in his pockets, and
when he awoke he says he .ave Zim-
Zimmerman wa
ward on Broadway between Third
s arrested soon after-
merman asilking into the alley 
Cl C. Lee, 315 have
but wee awakened in a little While by
and- Fourth streets. and then taken to
the city hall where a pipe, three,
on him.knife and a dime were fot
his chum had entered Elrod's saloon
knives as belonging to him.
Zimmerman testified stint he and elore Trading Your
rd
and Nelson identified one of the
in the morning and they sat down
Oldwhile sittig there, he noticed Nelsonlaying on the floor and by his e'de Bicycle in on
ant a table and began talking and
was a pipe and knife. He picked
them up and walked out. Zimmer-
over tto the grand jury a na bond
Judge Puryear held Zimmerman One See:
-
man is a painter.
of $3430.
Tonic Cap4sules







Married By Magistrate Bleich
His Home Last Night. e
At
'Fist cun-tiown, tired feeliseg is
fillet symptosn MIALA.RIA, Lase
Last night Magistrate John J.Illeich, at . his home in Clark :tercetunited in marriage Warren Lucas and Miss Roxie Wihiateson a yOung 
- Bacon's Malarial
eimple. front Jackson, Tenn.
The •contracting palates arrived inthe city yesterday !signing ots ancursion train  and  _  rs--itiq clu-de-d- to marry, and t:ley returned Tile- siPer cific -10 a41.- nas-Initne last night.
cased otiaerts. care semi.
Revival at Rescce Mission. ,
WV. Indwell and oaks of Mayfieldare hold'ing a revival at the Rescue
1105510:) on South Third .treet.
The services last night were well
attended and much interest mani-fested. -During the day the visitingreachers with 'Rev. Ch'iles in the
'es tel wa hold cervices ssit thestreets.
Born to the wife of Ike Anderson.
On South Fourth street. a ten, pound earaide astd Jackson se, /ileacboy. •
IN




Seaside Fare; Hotel Proprietor—
The visitors are comnaining that the
beefsteaks are so tough.
Cook—That- is becapse the meat is,
so inferior
H. V.—What! And you call your-
self a chef? Why, you ought to he
able to cook up an old boot so that
they could only detect it if they came I
tip against a nail!
back from the bills of the poor, the
weak, the charges of society that a
%hong man and an honest man wsuld
protect instead of rob.
5.00 to CHEM
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
Tickets good for e,rg pe sage on
SPECIAL TRAIN
Leave Paducah  
 9:30 2. in.Leave Maxon   9'53 a. Ili."Rave Kevil 
 10:10 2. ill.Leave La Center 
 10:21 a 1.1.Leave Barlow 
 10:30 a. m.Arrive Chicago   8:30 p.m.
Returning, rekets will be good on all Regular Trains leaving ChicagoIto andl including Welresday, August 29th, except Fast Mil Train leavingChicago 2:50 a. tn.
Under no circumstances will a lo nger limit be given on the returnportion of these Excursion T.ekets$
Further Particular ofONOVAN, Ticket 'agent, Illino:s Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.A. H. HANSON, 
S. G. HATCH,.. Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO. ILL. General Passenger Agt.
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they CATI s aye youmoney, and take your old wheel in exchange WE WANT AN UN-LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on "kyles and every-thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expertmachinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
-
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCLH.
As we are in the nedst of hot weather and sleeping it a tor-ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we haveat present. Come one conic all, and hear his muse at 8196 S, ath.at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. butof the world. The Victor and the Zcnophone talbing gnatiiitiesfrom $to to Slim put within the reach of the poor an well as thewealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the Wad
Remember my records for ie are 8in. 35c, to ia. 6oc. 12 in.$1.00.
We have high Ca•s operatic records from Sew, $2.oó, $3.00,$4.00, $5.00. An the latest lea ling opera singers from AddalenaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Car Also and Sourate and Gazorz anda great many other celebrated artists of this kind. I will play anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .Wedon't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give•eiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stuck ofneedels and we will repair your hroken machines at liberal prices.We will take pleasure in explain ism the mechanism of your Zeno-phone.. I have so° new and latest mimic from sagtime to themost celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-erica and Europe and Orehestria pieces. My concerts will befrom 7 p. m. to TO p. me No pieces played twice and we playfrom 75 to too pieces every night, Remember that you can buyThe Victor- machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We wjll takepleascure in showing you about either the Victim Or Zon °phonemachines, also care of records.
I remain your talking ninth lie friend
DON GILBERTO,










The Honest People Are 
Still After
The Ballot Thieves and Box







One of the M3st Remarkable Cases
Ever Before an American Court
—Infarnous Charges.
Denvcr, Col., Aug. 8.—Judge Ben,
Be Lindsay of the county court
, be-
fnre whom the cause of William H.
'.....11ey to contest the validity of the
twenty franchises of the Denver City
.1 ran!vv:ly company and the De
nver
Gas & Electric company, voted upon
in the .May election, is being tried
.succeeded in sending the corporation.'
scampering to the protecting wing of
the supreme court late this afternoon
nod Aesociate Justice Rajley an-
nounced that he would hear argu-
ments on the application by the cor-
poration attorneys for a writ of
supersedeas at 9 o'clock tomorrow
'morning.
Chief Justice Gabbert, who was
first appea'ed to declined to hear the
case, assigning it to Justice Bailey.
The corpcirations made a second at-
tempt to have Judge Malone stay
progress of the election investigation
in Judge Lindsay's court, but, as on
:,.esterday, Judge Malone declared he
had no jurisdiction.
Things became lively immediately
on opening Judge Lindsay's court
'this morning. After an unsuccessful
effort to secure first ten days and
then three days postponement.
Never before in the history of Den-
ver has there been such an illustra
lion of the power behind the cor-
poration interests as there was to-
day, as witness after witness refused
to be sworn, and, defying Judge
Lindsey. showed by their attitude
that they believed there was even a
-higher power than a court.
STABBED IS THE EYE
WITH UMBRELLA; DIES.
Minneapolis Man Expires From Odd
Wound Receiveci in Fight.
Pit t shut Au-
gustus Hartje s hear cottafisie as a
result of the :...vere strain she has
undergone durirg the trial for divorce
started 'by her husband As her at-
torn,.y, Marc e-; W. Acheson, inns
making plea Monday MTS. Hartje
cried silently. It was the most
marked display of emotion she has
shown since the beginning of the
case. Attorney \cheson confined his
address to the •-ethetie side of the
THE CASE OF FLORA. COLORADO DEPUTY'S 
SHOT
! HOW FEAREY BECAME INTER.
ESTED IN HER.
Willibert Frarey was already spoken /
of as "an old bachelor" when he first
went to board with Mrs. Albrecht. He
was 28 then, a man of somewhat par- I
ticular habits, none of them very sa- '
ciable. What he wanted was a quiet,
comfortable place to beard, as home-
like as possible, and free from any
annoyance from other boarders. Hs
offered Mrs. Albrecht unimpeachable
references, and demanded the like et
her, caution being his strong po.nt.
Even then he would only take the
room fb: a week, having had doubts
of Flora Albrecht, a miss of 14. lie
feared she might be noisy, and ne
w....uted to try the place before he dee-
tritely settled down.
At the end of the week, however,
he sent for his trunks, congratulat-
ing himself upon the circumstance of
having at last found somethirg that
suited him. Mrs. Albrecht was a
guret, at, suit-contained little wom-
an who did not bother him with at-
tempts at conversation, kept his room
In perfect order, and gave him a good
breakfast and dinner. What more
could he want? As for Flora, the
lanky daughter with the usually
tousled mane of light hair, Fraley
saw scarcely anything of tier, and
heard less.
On his part, Frarey was a model
boardel, quiet, regular and prompt in
his settlements. He paid monthly
now. The experimental stage had
passed, and as far as he knew, he
was willing to spend the rest of hie
days with the Albrechts. He went
down to the wholesale grocery house,
where he had an excellent position.
every morning at eight o'clock, and
returned at 6:30—in time for dlnier
Sometimes he spent the evening in his
room, reading an improving book,
sometimes he went out to hear an tin-
proving lecture.
Frarey was totally indifferent to
the budding charms of Flora, who was
really as hearty and wholesome a girl
as need be. It was a year or twc
before she began to bud at all—two
years at least before Frarey took any
notice of the fact. She wore hot
first pompadour for three evenings
before he observed rven that. A year
later or thereabouts Frarey, meetinn
her in the hall, saw that she was
wearing an uncommonly attractive
white dress, and mentally remarec,l
that she had beautiful white teeth that
showed to advantage when sat
smiled.
Then Flora went away nomeefbere
to take a course of the higher eeecs:
Hon. Perhaps Frarey missed her, but
he hardly knew. It Is certain that
in a general way, and without any
reference to anybody in particular. he
had occasional thoughts of settling
down in a home of his own. It
would be nice to hate some one tc
read the improving books to and to
take to the improving lectures. That
was all it amounted to—just hazy
general thoughts.
But when Flora returned a year
!miter with charms that now begin to
blossom from the bud his reflections
became more definite.
"I'd best go slow about this." he
said to himself. "A man needs some-
thing more than pearly teeth and
a rosy complexion to make him com-
fortable."
So he did not encourage her, though,
when she went away the following
June for her second year, he bought
her "The atones of Venice" and the
North American Review to read on
the train, for which she was very
grateful.
Time passed, and Flora came back.
Cm the evening of her arrival what
he called her improvement almost
took Frarey's breath away . Her for-
mer prettiness bed become actual
beanty, and her l" • nversation. white
Mrs. Albrecht no longer attempted to
restrain, was bright
The nete morning Frarey met Flora
on the stairs, and as he stood aside
to let her pus she, too, stopped.
"Mr. Frarey,' she said, with a
charming air of embarrassment,
"mother tells me that some of your
things need mending. There are—er
—some socks that need darning, and
other things. You know, mother never
had much time for such things, but I
have, and—I wonder if you would let
me try my hand at them."
What would you have thought in
such a case?
At first the mending and darning
were done rather roughly and un-
skillfully, but Fraley didn't care for
that—not a cent. lie would have hail
to throw the socks away In any event_
But the Improyement was rapid, and
In a rterr time an honeeittee rreetnetie
in th,. With',
a week Frarey, commenting on the
excellenee of the bread at table, was
informed that Flora had made it.
One evening he was indulging his
fancy in this way when he thought
be heard voices below his window.
His room was on the second floor
Yes, one of the voices was Flora's.
It was her laugh. The„erther voice
was manly.
A chill of apprehension came over
Frarey. He approached the window
and stealthily, noiselessly raised It
and llatened. Ile was just in time.
"No, dear," Flora was saying; "I
won't consider anything but house-
keeping, and, Dick, you have no idea
how domestic I am getting. I can
do lots of things—cook, make bread,
mend, darn socks-4've been practic-
ing on Mr. Frarey's, poor man. But
he was very sweet over my early fall-
ures. I used to think him such an
A WrIll crank, but tritely he's get to he
lust the dearest old thing--"
Frarey shut down the window Ins
tM—chics akink
t
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 9.—His braia
eierced by the point of an umbrella,
frank Starner died today at St.
1.11ary's hospital in Minneapolis. An
autopsy showed that the umbrella tip.
which entered Staffer's right eye,
ferced a small piece of bone into the
brain. The man died in delirium
which was at first ascribed to acute
wIcoholism.
Staffler was taken to the hospital
:after a fight Saturday night." Ths
fight was over a trivial matter.
Staffler accosted John Harris, a horse
dealer, on the street and asked him
for $5, which he declared was due
him. A quarrel and a fight followed
and before the men could be parted
Staftler had been stabbed with an um-
brellaein the eye. He fel to the side-
walk, either as exhaustion or as a
result of the blow, and a physician
was called to attend him. Police are
leoking for Harris.
SAYS PICTURE MACHINES
TAUGHT HIM TO STEAL
--
Evansville, Ind., Boy Confesses Rob..
bery and Then Explains.
Evansville Ind., Aug. 8.—Leon
Young, ten years od, was arrested
today on the charge of burglary, and
•confessed to the police to entering
the home of a neighbor by breaking
the lock on the door and taking $12
which he svnt on his buy corn -
1-an ions.
When arrested he was at the "salt
pool" near the city giving his boy
friends a swim at his own expense.
The lad told the police that he re
eently went to a moving picture show
sphere he saw how train robbers






\VII be keenly appreciated
after a tripl by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
'mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF







The beginntir c' the end of the
sensational trial was marked by the
a-guments eitrich were heard Monday
by Judge Fraser. The arguments will
be completed by Wednesday, when
Judge Fraser v.:11 leave the city. A
ekcision is not expected before fall.
Both Sides Hotly Scored.
Both libelant and respondent got
a hot scoring by the lawyers Mon-
day, the conclusion being a rapid-
fire speech by John Marron for tlie
libelant.
Reference to 'the children of the
-resele seemed to move Mr. Hartje
led his wife very much. During Mr.
7kl-o-ron's argument Mrs. Hartje at
tinsee grew ghastly pale at ,M1r. Mlar-
ron's assertions. Mr. Hartje was
greatly affected by the statement nf
Mr. Macron that he had not kissed
Ws children for a year.
Mr. Ferguson made a short speech,
hurt will conclude ton-morrow after Mr.
Freeman argues for the respondent.
Attorney W. B. Rodgers made -.1he
fir-t address for Mr. Hartje. lie
made a sharp attack irpnn the charac-
ter of Mrs. Hartje. He referred first
to the separation of MT. and Mr
Hartje. saying that the real reasoe
for her desertion Was to be found in
the love letters alleged to have been
written by her to the coachman co-
respondent, "Tom" Nfacline.
Makes Charges Against Mrs. Hartje.
Mr. !Rodgers devoted his adidress
to an effort to beat down the evidence
wherein it relates to the alleged' visits
of Augustus Hartje to resorts of ques-
tionable character.
He pointed out that Mrs. Hartje
had left her husband, the libelant.
whole he lay ill in bed& and then
launched into his main argument to
break down the testimony of servants
and other 'witnesses called y the de-
fense.
Concerning the' letters which the
defense alleges are forgeries, Mr
Roidgers said the style and manner
of the missives afford strong proof
of Iheir genuineness. From begh-
fling to end, he sae:ll rhourrhts were
expressed as they would. flow.
Mr. Rodgers referred to Coachman
Mad inc. the corespondent, as one be-
low Mrs Hattie in social position.
and said: "The letters show that the
writer was divplaying only a physical
interest in the object of her solici-
tude.
"She told him to keep his nails
clean, not to eat fast and to bathe
properly. It is these trivial things
that stamp Chem to my mind as gen-
tine," said he
Five Will Be Arrested.
It was announced Monday that five
pet-sons who are saidito have been in
attendance at the Marti(' divorce trial
will 'be arrested when a decree has
been made in the case by Judge Fra-
ser. 
",
Charges of conspiracy in connec-
tion with the Hotel Liucoln episode,
which was rtropned by the attorneys
-for the plaintiff, it is said. will be
brought a.eainst these persons in be-
half of Mrs. Hartje, whose chio-actet
attaclzed in the allegation made
in .he bill of particulars. The names
of the parties are being guarded
closely.
Lord Avebury, crtherwls74Sir John
Lubbock, was the first person in Eng-
land to have hie photograph 'taken.
M. INeauerre, the inventor of the art,
came to Lovelier to patent his discov-
ery, and paid an early rsit to Lord
Avelerry'e father. The son was play-
ing the gat-filen, and was success-
fully pholenerapted:
Report 'Fay's that •Saint-Saens will
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ftheriif's kid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff William Ron-
aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal.
Ions met death at the hands of one
man stationed in a sbmi and shooting
through a knothole,' velatep.the Denver
Times. They tola Its.'
stories of what ereptiee.tecifern .the Dal
tons were sad hair. 4hr 'Welted off
every man that appeasiik OA streets
with a gun. • ,
When the Denver deputy was on the
train some stranger entered into a con-
yersetion about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Rotuddson mad: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but It is
easy to hit a man with a Winchester
In Colorado we use a Colt almost er
elusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off a prairie dog there while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot is
Deputy Ronaldson's face and it wao
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hie
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was is
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldsoa
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and Mende on the sheriff's force sa)
they would take a hundred simile,
bets that Ronaldson could do the MUM
nine times out of tea.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
Reline Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Manx cats
have no tells," says • writer in the
Scientific American, "only angle
stumps, and that the offspring of such
La oihrr parts of the world, In the
first generation at least, are In the
same abnormal condition. While by.
Lag in Scotland 3t., )ears ago we had a
Manz kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. Tbe
door of our breakfast room was sprIn-
shutting, like most of the screen dairy
La this country, but. opening only to-
ward the Inside. Before the kitten was
fullgrown he had learned to let him-
self In by pushing trom the outside
but never learned, although we °net
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the Inside.
"It was not, however, the openica
of the door from the outside to welek
I wish to call attention—any cat oou;4
have easily learned to do that. but the
fact that invariably, after be had se
ptshed it and got hie body partially
in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him Urns
fact that It ought to have been) from
being caueht between the closing door
and 16a frame.
"This he did dozeturn of times every
day so long as we had him, and was
always willing to show off before oar
neighbors, as he never seemed to rep-
ognize the fact that k. had net a tall
like hi. neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Grizzle
Growth of RothacItild's
Fortuna.
'la the first place." it should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortense
is not Industrial," says Vance 'Moine-
son, who writes of 'The Rothschilds of
France," in Everybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways—like the ligne du Nord—but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of it. slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (slam
phrases are the 'mode) coral-reel
finance, so solidly has It been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of politics.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means $1,000,000,000. Imagination bog-
gle.a at so huge a sum—it seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers,
this 10,000,000,000 of French money.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France. all the
means of transpore, both railways and
waterways—so far as the canal system
goes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands and houses in Parrs—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs-
Elysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pero
Monceau, and, notably, the Oars tin
Nord. entire streets belong to the
Rothschilds; their Ai iteaux dot the
provinces; in land Mine they possess
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper Is
made is a secret known to but three
Living persons. When one dies another
Is let into the mystery. In this way
it has been preserved ever since it was
invented by an Aker in the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculiar in that
print on one side does not shoes
through on the other.
Science to the Pore,
We find Intellect working not isto
much in literature as In the domain of
science, which has brought forte dur-
ing the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not had the poems of a Keats or a
Shelley, we have had wireless tele-




Pwrive Paelecah . .
thieve Padecah  
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Did you swallow your share a dust last night? I have a full line af
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices. 4
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 345 Kentucky Avenue,
Cyclone Insurance
 Coe"
$6.00,FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS ".
•
."4
Abram L Well it Co.,
Campbell Building. Botha'hones 369
The Regiater, delivered, 10c per week
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 30th, zee&
SOUTH BOUND No. mot
Leave Cinch:man  8
Lewes Lomeli! la  
3::
Saws Owensboro 
Soave :Horse Branch . 2:28 p.m.,
Leave Csatral City . 3:30 P.m.
Lissy.* Nortonville  4:08 P.m.
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Arrive Fr kr 'won 




ve Central City 
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Arrive St. Louis 
No. 308- )16- 374
1240 lent. 4:20
425 fem. 8:40 pm.
6:3o a.m. 6:31rn am..,,
15:3e p.m. 2:a•
SOUTH BOUND
Reeve St. Louis 
heave Chicago 
Reeve Cs 































Lave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
Leave St.Lards  940 Pen,
Leave Cairo  &cm ant.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 am.
beers Paducah  7:511 Lm.
Arrive Princeton  , 9:e9 a.at
Arrive Ilopkinsville 











• • • •••••
0.
•
Train* marked (1) run daily meow Sunday. All other trains see
daily. Trains los and TN carry throwgh sleepers between ancilinstt
itomphis and New Orleans; trains tier sail Too shapers between Louis-
ville. Memphis and New Orleans. Treirnis Sol and 822 sleepers between
Paducah wed 9t. Louis. Iran Set camernets at Rem Cairo with Chicare
emp ere For farther informatiee, &Adria'',
10,fP. EK3NOVAN, agent. City Tfcket ()thee, Padua* 117,
olt. M. PRATHER, Tieiret Acent, Union Depot, likAieshe Ey.
It. W. rIART.OW, D. P. A., Loilaville, Xy.
• (MN A CCOTT, C. P A Memph7e, Trine
S. G. kININIItl, G. P. A.. Menge, OIL








*TRAITS OF INHERITANCE. 1 SOME GOOD EATERS.
in Books as Well as in Life There
Axe Certain Strong Family
Resmoblance.
One may imagine an artist attempt/
tag, on a wager, to paint a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow
let us shy, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber Cooper, In the Bookman. In the
same way one may imagine- a-nov
elist writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their armee-
try. their past lives, their present
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain,
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern itself with traits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a living reality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no piemptings from Dar-
win in order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
-any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in a family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back in the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
In some of our best English novels,
In "Belinda" and "Ealtna," in "The
Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen,
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the grantidauehters, let us say.
Is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is based upon an
Intelligent observation of life It is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heledity for you.
like logarithms. down to the tenth
decimal. You are free to work It out
for yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good and bad, hack to their
various sources; to conjecture about
bar many things which the author
never once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as well
as in real life, there are certain ram-
/ tly resemblances that are never nce
Uced until pointed out by some com-
parative stranger.







Slowly they walked in the twilight
-he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
He was no longer in the beydey of
youth.
Time, however, had laid light hands
upon him. So had his barber, but
oftener and more artisticalle, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radian: melded.?
known to the regu'ar frequenters of
Bpotcash & Co.'s groat emporium of
trade as the girl at the robbou counter.
"Miss Mildred," he said, wl•ta a sort
. of premonitory cough, "let us suaposo
a ease."
'A case of what kind, Mr. Mate
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or rem
slants?"
"Let us not talk shop, hil;s Mil
dred. If 'case' suggests buttness I
will vary the phrase. Let us consici
er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an atteumption, a postu
late, a working basis, or an Idea taken
for granted, for the purpose oi laying
a foundation, estaLlisbIng a ereposi
ton, or demonstrating a fact Get
the idea?"
"0, yr,. anybody can understand
that Is there more of it?"
-There is. Soule (lay, my deer girl,
you expeet to marry somebody"
"Is that the hypo-hypo--"
"No; that is one of the eternal
ireriees. Every pretty girl expects to
Marry someuody Hese is the hrpoth
Suppose some man, slight!,
es past the blcoming period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possessiou
of health, strength, and all his intel-
lectual faculties-"
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one
Supreme smile such man as I. am de
scribing, not at all ill looking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with you,
Miss Mildred-"
"Well?"
"And offer you his hand and heart
-do you think you could leans to
love him?"
They walked along a block or two
•
In silence.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
"Feels a little as if it were going
to snow, doesn't it Miss McGinnis?"
be said.
Strong Argument,
Worcester, England, has refused to
give the government a site for si car
airy barracks, though one of the city
councilmen used a strong argument
He urged that the presence of 1,600
solders In town would end the pre.
wailing scarcity there of female do.
Sheltie servants.
NEW ENGLAND APPETITES ASS
NOT DELICATE.
Eighteen Eggs Pried Were Only an
Appetizer and Far from the
Record----Great Destroy-
ers of Food.
The men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of down east
have never been bated for delicacy or
whimsicality of appetite; but some re.
sent exhibitions of food destruction
have excited the wonder of the native'
and the admiration of visitors, says a
Bangor (Me.) report.
Thar other night a tall, gaunt man
wandered into a Bangor lunch room,
and after scanning the bill of fare for
some minutes, hesitatingly asked-
some fried eggs. He ate what Wei
Sit before him, and liked it so well
that he ordered more. than more and
more, and so on until he had consumed
six orders.
As they serve fried eggs in that
ranch room the six orders comprised
18 fried eggs, 12 slices of bread and
six cups of coffee. When it. had fin-
ished, the tall man, who was from
Prince Edward Island, carelessly re.
marked that he was not feeling very
well that night, and as he didn't fanny
the Warding house grub he had COIlle
ever to town to get something light is
tempt his appetite.
The captain of a coasting schooner
In the port of Bangor told his cook to
buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak and
some sliced ham, together with a cab-
bage and other vegetables and lout
dozen eggs. The cook did as he 1111,1
ordered and served the roast beef fee
dinner.
The captain ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt
could have made it, and then looked
up expectantly and asked:
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
"What truck?" asked the bewildered
cook.
"Steak an' other •stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why, I supposed you tcanted those
thing for supper, or-"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip-
per. "Get something else for supper.
When you buy grub for dinner cook
It, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais they tell of a man
who got up hungry the other morn-
ing and bunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
finding that they were good fresh eggs
fried and ate 19 more, windiag up with
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
Mills. was famed for his underdeek
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
dinner and also the share of two other
members of the crew wno had gone
ashore and failed to come back. Then
as he sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
Johnny astonished the cook by saying.
"It's poor grub and little of it ye
have aboard o' this one. It's close
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' •
sup."
"Why, Johnny, what more would
you have on top o' that big b'lled din
ner?" asked the cook.
"Oh, well." replied Johnny, as he
relied his eyes aloft. -Oh, well, I'm
thinkIn' I could get away right now
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few
prance, an' a plate o' puedin' an' a bit
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'-an' half a
gallon o' ale-0."
Long-Range Electricity.
From the Victoria falls to WItwaters.
rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers
propoee to carry electrical power to
mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
successful, especially as the dry climate
Is most favorable, while there is no ice
In the rivers to interfere with the work-
ing of the turbines and no snow to break
down the transmission lines. It is esti-
mated that in the driest season 600,000
borne power could be developed. The
available head of water is about 330
feet, but a head of 1.000 feet could be ob-
tithed by engineering works of a com-
vely light type. This would pro-
p. 1.e00.000.000 horse power.
1-M000,000 is spent annually
on tli and for power.
Chance for the Church.
A nossionary in southwestern Oregon.
apologizing for the infrequency of hip
letters. enelinInsf "My days have been
t ImpellOririted at night lam
either o write or else I have
no plai pt!fortunity to write at all
Lest ay I mede 55 miles on horse-
balk, oirtie a rough trail. Solid vire''',
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling
place to stop. I am now on the nort here
end of Lake Klamath. Klamath county
the most southern country in Oregon. II
Is a lumber and beeeeig country. Ths
church is unknown here. God is not
thought of and Fenday Is like othet
days. The church has a great open door
In these regions."
Wanted It at Once.
"T disown you." cried the angry p:s
riele "I shall cut you of with a elite'
err''
"Vci suit kes aeeeeteis are al-
ready engaged."
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call again
text time there's a vacancy,"-Sphere,
HE WAS UNIQUE.
2TEXPEL'S WAY OF TELLINO
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first, was absolutely unique.
tansy took all the credit for the discor
try, as he does for almost, everything,
out he does not boast about It so much
'
sow.
Of course all the men in the ofnee saw
that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that cost the firm over
$100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Torn Paston's order book to Dixie, the
lilt clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three ceats when it should
have been eight. Paxton makes his
la and 8.i a good deal alike anyway, but
ee's too valuable a man to fire and It
lenmad as_ if somebody would have to
'e0. Dixie thought ft was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
itempel, when he looked over the book,
,aid at once that he had called it wrong
d went and told the whole works so.
the old gentleman must have been
in a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
:shows the sort of fellow Stempel was
Ile had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel-
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a Story
about an uncle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said he swam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed u
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into It of
course. He asked Stempel what he
thought of it I geese he was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing envelepes.
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so
berly, "I don't believe it. No, Mr, I
don't believe it. I know what the Mis
cissippi current is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. I doubt if a strew,
swimmer could make 15 miles In two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Of colt rat that tickled Tansy. As I said,
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
He made a great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at fire and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
is wbat Stempel thought about this,
that and the other-what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and. al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we go:
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel said about us. being the truth.
hit us herd occasionally.
One day Tansy told me that be bad
asked Stempel what he three ht of me
ind Stempel replied that be didn't care
1.1)
"I asked him if teat didn't mean the:
he had not a very favorable opinion of
roe." said Macy, "and he said at last
*bat It did. Ile went on to say-"
told him that if he told me what
itempel went on to say I'd punch his
lead and that stopned him. I was hot
-hough, and after I'd thought it over
Aent to Stempel sell told him that I had
-ward he hadn't a high Wilton of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he eeked
"He did, and before all the truwd." I
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell you what else I said-
what I based my opielon on?" be asked
zently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
tend for It."
"Then tell you," said Stempel, at
ae told me. It was pretty plain, straight
ard I'm bound to bay it was 'true
I think it did me good. Anyway. I took
I and Stempel and I are good friends
IC".
But it didn't ene. there. I told Wilson
tnd Dixie about It and the next morn-
ng when we were all together Dixie
erned suddenly to Stempel awl fished
tee what he thotieht of Tansy.
Tansy grinned. He thought be was
sling to ref a few hoettete.
"I'd prefer nut to say," said Stempel.
' We all shouted. Wilson sale: "Yon
Snow wbat Stempel means when be sa3ii
hat. Tan sy ."
It didn't tease Herbert. though: lie
was cocksure that he stood ace high
'Tell 'ern what -you think of me, old
nan." he said to Stempel. "l'd like to
snow myself."
"I don't think you would." said Stem-
pel.
"I'm not Lashful, old fellus; go
'head." said Tansy.
"If you insist on It I'll tell you," Lehi
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you Mahon-
arable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
sty confidence in you, and insincere, in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to my face and make fun of
me to others. I don't consider you de-
cent If It's the plain truth you want,
there you have it"
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
to have done Tansy good if it didn't"-.
Chicago Record-Herald.
Tempered with Mercy.
Ntobrary Jake (leader of vigilantes)
--Greaser Pete, yer 'n ornery, sneakin'
hoes thief 'nd don't d'earve no marry
whatsumever; but tie boys 'ye decided
t' give ye a ch'ice atwix' suicide and •
tfeirelit death:Now, w*Ich d' ye profit?
_
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS. WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.
Interesting Tricks That Are P110.• 'Kurrifying AdventFo with Six
formed with a Talking th: Brutea 1.1 Last
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing Mrs. L. Fantle, weelis husbansi is sub-
"stunts" that may be performed with compose-ie.,. oi 1.141i taa.t.l.ail bast. Alma
a talking machine, graphophone or , aeiLda Li.5 
remareeoie
phonograph are described. In addi- el./e..rteeee Li LCti•i4, ,3..aik.cki by 
1i01311,
U011 to the. maehine itself, says the 
foxtuLs
Scientific American. The author notes, 04 11Va..., 
1.4.•••e4a miLl We
Welai Is: alla recorder and a few blank records ° 
ti 
4will be needed. The first trick, which 
retagee 0,416.
kitnee eee a,..veriterehe names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
load voice. The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken- to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
record Is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speech.
The second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on a blank, and after the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of whieh you
know the second part When the
record is full set the recorder back
to the beginning again without stop-
ping the machine. When the record-
ing points gets to the oommencement
of the piece the first part will sound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaneu with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned In Gill
way, which fact suggests another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these is
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by •
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chiue, and, of coarse, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on a half of one and
• half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
in a reversed position, alai when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is that the voice one
bears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
is, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Moonahiners.
Novelists who have .written at'out
tnoonshiners have cast about thrm a
glamor that is not real. We are 1 d
to inft.r from works of fiction, says the
St. Loafs Lobe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and rats es
to pay tax on it purely on princ:ple
He does it to show that he has • free
and untrammeled soul, accora eg to
the writers. And he is always posses -
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonsbiner makre whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue oily
and his daughter is a "fright" The
whisky, 'too, is atrocious. The oleo
margerine-maker is a nicer pertoe than
the rnoonshiner, he is not so averse to
water that he never tars a bath_ and
tie dots not testard murder as a pas-
time. So we would eorantend him to
our writert of .omance as a worthier
stilelect than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a picture3que
figure.
tmokel era Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a pronfable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
tweed of hollow, but there is a fate
tory In England. which makes thou-
etude of gross yearly. They are sold
t3 the shooting reAllerics, where a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satisfactory targets. One shrewd pot.
let found that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the .
stems, and practically occupies that
field all by,, himself.
The Ways of ditsn.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hatttens to hire
an attornee, and ft le hard for peo-
ple to admire an artist wbo paints
h I e own par teal t.-C c a go Record
Herald.
of
.• •  •.:41, •
- v.- Lich Mrs.
tas.• •••••• reu-
Leroy $..1t..t.e:leti vie-
tines as tu-y were csiceol tAL tor L143
ruaeeetere' nightly res.
de ee.to oore :he near-
est eeeineetleg the -cutside
world, .and comieueleat.oe nad to be
kept up daily by native meet reeesre.
was the habit of tee liens se keep pace
in the long graes alma the runners cu
the track. and. bovtug •eiecteu the most
uppetizitig wereuer e. the perty, tu
peuece uesea row 41id eel.ry him oiL into
bush.
On one occasion, when out mapmak-
ing, Mr. and tire. 1Iia :e came ueon
party of a dozer noes. ;I ossibly the wan-
ei.ting troop. Mr. kaude bred twice,
dropping two of the stasis. He then
suggested that. Mrs. londe should ride
back to camp. while Le approached the
two lions, who might te dacgeruus, even
though mortally hit.
After riding for heir an hour Mrs.
/Uncle looked back and saw six of the
lions following her. The two native gun
bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed.
alone with her sale, an hour from camp.
She set off at a fast gallop, the sale
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rhinoceros, which fled from
them on to the lions.
Mrs. Elude rise tad camp in tattoo+,
while Mr. Heide was held up by the
rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
Einde.
THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.
!Led the nte-ter licrto Shoots the Blg
Projectiles Up in the
Skyscraper.
"No," said the elevator starter in the
tall new downtown office building. "we-
Ten!-don't keep the care w ailing-
Otei-any mere tilrthey nil up-Seven!
-we ktep them going-Four!-all the
time. There's never a minute here-
Eighti-v.laen you can't get a car--
Three!-whichever way you want to go
or down. You see—"
He was a trim young man. says the
New York Sun, in a trim uniform, and
he stood OD the opposite side of the open
space in front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of the people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner cinuld see him. Surely
there was something doing here all the
time; but still in the midst of it all the
starter found time to say a word or twu
In answer to an interested visitor.
sYou see," he said-"Ellx!-we have a
good mazy brokers in the-Teal--
building, and tattoo-ally they don't -
Onel-want to lose any time getting-
Seven!—Lo and from the street. and its
just the same practically-Nine!-with
everybody; nobody likes to wait, and no
we try to accomo-Six!-date them. It
takes a little more power, but rot -
Threel-nauch. and it is convene... for
the people. There is never a minute
here when you can't-Five'-get a car
coming or going on any floor-Ls!-We
keep the cars moving."
And so he certainly did. What Grid-
ley and Bragg did in the way of firing
In response to those historic orders- -
"You may fire when you are ready,
Gridley," and "A little more grape, rapt.
Bragg"-was ootbing to what the start-
er was 4aleg here, standing back of his
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute. enormous
projectiles through guns of a caliber
never beard of on land or sea, and keep-
ing this firing up, not through a single
action, but day after day and week in and
week out
Low Pittance.
George Ada was liztening gravely to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you! You remind me of
something. A little while after the
appearance of my first book I went to
spend a week in a summer resort out-
side of Chicago. The landlord of the
modest hotel said to sae:
"'Mr. Ado, you are literary man,
I believe?'
"I blushed and smiled, and &news red
that tbad Written a rier tiriflea soils
lag more.
"'I have *eyelid literary men stop.
ping here,' the landlord went on.
"'Well, I'm rather glad of that,'
said I.
" 'Yes.' said the landlord. 'I like
iltepary men. They never object to
paying In advance. They are used Lc
IL.' "—Washington Post.
Sop to Cerberus.
Citiman-What have you on that pie
turd?
Subbu.'-lt:s a motto% "Down with
Norway."
"What do you care about Norway?"
"Oh. I've just hired a Swede cook."-
Pittsburg Post.
Discovered.
Patron-Why do they call this place
a chop house?
Waiter-Why, sir, I suppose-
"Oh, don't trouble about It-I've
found out. Bring me a hatchet for
this steak, will you?"-Cleveland Plain.
Dealer,
Disconsolate.
About the moet diseonsolate looking
woman we know anything about Is the
woman' who holds the team while her




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildies
523 1-2 Broadway, I'aducah, Icy







Will practice in all courts of Kea.
tucky.
J. C. Facuanoy Cecil Re
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Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucltr.
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OLIVER, OLIVER & WI'GREG
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Lea
Marshall County; Paducah, Kr"
Room tie Praternity Building.
New 'Phone He. Old 'Phone 484





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Roams 1, 2 and 3 Register Builds
ing, 323 1-2 Broadway.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residenee 296 Office es.
DR. R. E. (EARNE
•BROOKII1LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444,
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours Sto to a. m., x to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. is.
Or. Childress
 e
EYE, EAR, NOSE A ND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Barsk and Treed
CO., 306 Broad',. ay.
C. MANNING SEAS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(I3omeopiihist ) •







Old rhone 498 Red; New Phone 3*
PAISIICAH, Kl1NT13CIICY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificatalk
water and Oil Colors',
Mottos and Calendets
Framed right up to dete in five mime
Mee time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
era Iterrethes
Dr. B. T,Rather a Different Thing.
"Now, Mr. Green, where are you go-
ing? Are you training for a race?" --
"No!" shouted Mr. Greet) in return.
'Tin racing tbr a train!"-Puck.
Office with Dr. Risers Sr Rivers, tallt
Nottb Fifth, Both Phones 355,











U Gum fttIAsh B Maple E OakPoplar . Beech Walnut Elm Sash, Doors,Blinds,Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
Beth Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
Quality Rather
Than Price.
When you are sick, vehen you Sc'
pour chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. A little dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in filling your prescriptions, s4,ine-
times makes a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
sethoice, and because we like it. Did
Toe ever notice that those who like
their work arc usually the best work-
=en? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
give the best posible quality at a reas-
onable price, and to give our patrons
Just a little more than they expect in
good service and highest quality.








John A. Scott -tat passenger
agent of the I. C railroac4 is in the
city.
%VIII Waldrop, of Fulton.. special
nolice of that place. v. -.s in Paducah Great Crowds of Negroes Spend the
Wednesdey. Day on Pleasure Bent and All
Arthur Sale, of Morganfield, is vis- Have a Good Time.
iting in the cOy.
J. M. Robinson, of Showneetown,
Na—ABREsTs -,-----i-ttfuther two being wastewheis.
who refused to give up the boxes.
—
POLICE COURT.MADE BY THE POLICE OF
THE CITY YES-
TERDAY!
Arthur Breedlow and Shermen
(Olthrie, disorderly conduct, dis-
m::•sed.
Drew Starrett and Bob Jenkins,
breach of the peace, judgement for
Si5 against Starrett and $to against
Jenkins.
Nora Stewart. peace bond to be
esecuted for good behaivor for one
Ill., spent yesterday in our city. The eighth of August has conic year.
W. T. Taylor, of Mayfield, was and gone and another day has passed Nora Stewart, breach of peace.
here yesterday. I into history yhich will long be re- judgment for $5o and cost.
Miss Willie Gip Sellars. of Mot' membered by the negroes. The col-. Fred Zemmerman charged with
oanfield, arrived here yesterday to, ored people celebrated Emancipation , robbery. held over for circuit court.
•kit friend,: for a few days. i Day to a finish in Paducah. Every itond fixed at $3oo.
J. IV. Smith. of Madisonville, is il, train that came into the city brought i
•he -ity. I a number of visitors. I LID PUT ON EVEN
, 
ly sses Miley and Nora Bishop of There were excursions by rail from : AGAINST CIDER SELLINGWaverly are visitig in Paducah this , Louisville, Nashville, Cairo. Evils ' MICEwen, Tenn.. Aug. 8. --The I'd
week. I vale, Henderson, Owensboro and was on proper in McEwen Sunday.'
J. W. Morris and wife. fil Shaw- several other cities which sent hun- the cider selling which hits been one I
neetown•Ill.. are in the city visiting..dreds of people here. Several big of the main features on Sunday has
II. W. Rathrruin, of Murray, WaS excnrsions were run from. !towns about stoppodt Dealers refused to
in the! city yesterday. 1 akin-g the river. Efforts were made sell, and the boozers had a dry day.Mrs Joe Sparks. son and daughter by outsiders to see if they could not of it. The religious people of Njel.;VOURUTH AND BROADWAY. of Miorgonfieldi, are the guests of keep the colored people away from Ewen have got tired of this
Mrs. Dunlap in this city. here. Postal cards and notices had cider selling and have. gone in foil
J. H. Coats. of Murrar is here on been sent out to the mayors of the break it „p , A
• Ibusiness. different cities and towns to stop 1 
f',A,. bra m L. Well de CoWANT 
WANTED—Bilious people to take
fioules' Liver Capsules 25C. FL. W.
!WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
Company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
'Able-bodied unmarried men between
Pres of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character an tempt-
Tate habits, who can speak, read and
'write English. For information ap-
fly to Recruiting Offer, New Rich-
rond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
FOR RENT—Seven room resi-
dence, No. 4.21 North Seventh street.
All modern conveniences. Apply to
Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart
building.
FOR SALE—Household goods.
'APOy at once 408 Washington street.
Masonic Excursion.
The two Masonic lodges of May-
eld, )(y., are making an effort to
run an excursion to Louisville in
abcut a week. The object of the ex-
cursion is to visit the Moronic Wid-
'ows' and OrpansP Home and the Cave
'Hill cemetery. No one except mem-
bers of the order will be allowed' ta
lake advantage of this excursion.
Private Dance.
Given by Olive Camp No. 2, Wood-
men of the World at \Vallace parkt
Friday night, August to. Hillman's
orchestra.
Our Cold Cream
Cleanses the Skin for San Antonio, Texas, to visit her . In the meantime Judge L'indse% the company was capitalized
• (blighter, Mi.. I R Walker. .;).oceeded with his hearing and $100.000. The plant employs
j found six non i1ilty (if contempt ton.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,





off regular priee—you must
are altering
A special reduction on
siriatiy for cask—
Our repairs must give you
Dyes tested free.
A Seth Thomas $13.00 Mantel Clock for
Roger's 1847 Raivita and Forks, a set,  
Ciesuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set  
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.
OM Hand Pairited China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.
see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
every article in our store for to days only—
satis faction,
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD. STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
11 Years Rxperience.
Subscribe For The Register
Pond, Ky.. are registered at the New
Richmond House.
Mlarion Bradford, of Maxfield, k
in the city.
Geo Alliston and wife. of Goltion them from coming, but it did no INDICTMENTS AGAINST
good: they came to Paducah and eel- THE ICE EXCHANGE
cheated. Philadelphia. Pa., Aug. ft.—The
The visitors ha dl a big time rs grand jury has found true bills of
something was stirring all the day indictment against four members ofJ E. Frizell. manager of the and nightt. The park was crowded the Philadelphia Ice Exchange, who
Miavfield Furniture company, was in up until ii o'clock last night when
Paducah yesterday on business. they began to get ready to go to
Wlm MeCullosn. of Kietawa. Was the depot and catch the excursion
in Paducah Wednesday helting ,to trains home; All the trains left last
"hold the crowd deinvn." night at i oo'clock. One could get
Jack Bradshaw. of Edelyville. is in lemonade on even- corner yesterday
the city . it was tire same old cry "all the lem-
Will Byrnes. of Mayfield, is the °nark you can drink for five cents."
guest of FAtar Mloore for a few
days.
Attorney Anderson. of Mayfield‘
was in the city yesterday on business
Chief C. 'H. McNutt, of Midfield
was in the city Wednesday.
Mrs. Henry Yeiser and two child- these amusements several of the fine
ren of Cincinnati. 0., arrived last colored orators were on hand to
evening on a visit to the • family of help entertain the crowdt
Mayor Yeiser. The behavior was good not an ar-
Miss Viola Cooper is visiting in rest being made except two or three
and Dixon's line has at last awakenedMorganfie'd. 
I 
who got too much liquor and were .
Mrs. R. Rowland, of north Seventh locked up until time to go to the insius.trially and the people are begin-
street has returned from visit in train then they were released. ning to gather in the fruits. In New
Orleans the building under way rep-
Notice C. L. ,U. resents an ivestment of St0000.orio.
During the last year the building ien.
All members of the C. L. U. are provements in San San Antonio.Miss Maudie Babb. of south Fourth requested to be at their hall at 7:30 Tex.. cost St.crai,000. The year's nesstreet has gone to Livingston coun- tonight to transact business of im-
ty on a visit. portance. 
(sot for Chattanooga is about $e.
soct000. During the same month forgr. Clarence Householder of L. B. CHAS HART. Pres. Lottiswille, Ky.. they cost $405.000(ORtilvie Dry Goods Co.. will leave in HENRY CARROI.I% Sec. for Atlanta. Ga.. $587,000. A signif-
few days for Dixon Springs for his icant feature of the record is tbe fett
health, lie will remain at the springs SHERIFF TO SEIZE BOXES that some of the beet of the new
for about ten days, then journey on buildings are railroad stations. At-
:0 Chicago and other large cities be- Clash Between Denver Courts Over lanta ha sa fine new passenger depot
fore returning him. Franchise Election May Re- and Birtninoham, Ala., hbemehi•
Mrs. Will Gilbert and Miss Mar- stilt in Bloodshed. New Orleans and Little Rock will
eery Crumbaugh went to Evansvire soon be similarly provided. The





be serious rouble tomorrow over the! to their Own.. .
Rev. J. N. Newell 'of the 'Broadway ballot boxes ntain.ng the votes on
Methodist church returned yesterday the franchises cast last May. This FORCTD INTO THE
irom visiting several of the' lar,.e afternoon Judge Lindsey sent the HANDS OF REFEIVER
Methodist Colleges in Tennessee. 1,heriff to seize the boxes, but the Laporte. Ind., August 8.—Folow-
Mr. Chariey Dalton of Louisville min guarding the boxes showed ito in the wake of the failure of the
+dent yesterday in the city. 'tight. Judge Lindsey tonight in- Bank of America in Chicago and the
Mrs. Wir Gillespie, of Franklin structed him to form a posse and Crcelman Lumbercompany failure
Tenn.. 'is visiting Mrs. J. E. Lucas at s:•ize the boxes at any cost, two months ago, the Planet Mann-
the Inn 317 Islrirth 7th street. Judge Malone. of the district court ifacturing company of this city, Mak-
Atty Hughes has gone to tonight decided that his court had in. I ers of picture frames and roomII ; enderson. I jtoisrliction over the inquiry into the moulding was today forced into the
Mrs. Walter Scott has returned franchise contest cases instituted by !hands of a receiver. Judge Richter
from Evansville where she has been Judge Lindsey in the country court lin the Laporte circuit court, ap
visiting. and attorneys for the corporationtk_iinted Emmett _Scott, viho will..con-
-MCC 'WM. Reed has gone --tb--17)-eik Me miller-to the supreme court tinue operation of the plant, the
Dixon's Springs for a week's visit. where it wastiken wider advistmer: creditors agreeing thereto. The
.-ets and liabilities are not known,
are charged with conspiracy to in-
crease the price of ice There is bin
one indictment containing six cotmts,
and th's will enable the district at-
torney to prosecute the defendants
jointly The trial ha, been set for
September 5.
Mayfield.
Harry Clements and wife are at
Dixon Springs for few days visit.
There werehvo good ball games st
the parks which drew a large crowd.
At the fair grounds they passed
away the day dancing and playing
different kinds of games and riding
on the merry-go-round. Besides
Growth of the South.
(Cleveland Leader.)
When the veteran editor. lien
Watterson delivered an address hc.
fore the students of Brown university
at its commencement exercises lie
evised the young men who were
iieeking for Opportunities to go sooth.
He knew whereof he woke. The
land beyond what was once Mason
awl Clear; the 1
Mrs. J. E. Street left last evening until tomorrow.




+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
25C OUNCE, / OUNCES FOR 25C
Invaluable for freeing the ski,'
from sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out wrinkles and produces firm, round
surfaces. tit
.oints 19 CRBAMERY, WHITE
AND PURE.
R. W. WILKER & CO.,
In
&fifth & Broadway. Both Phones 175
NIGHT BUJ, AT SIDE DOOR
City (if Savannah passed out at
midnight from the Tennessee river.
for St 1.0uis.
Steamer Clyde left at 6 o'clock yes-
terday evening for the Tennessee
river.
Steamer Buttorff left at noon yes-
terday for Nashville.
Steamer Joe liowler left for Evans-
ville at. 4 o'croek yesterdlay after-
noon.
Steamer Saltillo left St. Louis
Wednesday for Tennessee will, pass
here Friday morning. .; •
* Half our troubles are the offsprings
of fear.








Accident.* Life, Liability, Steam Borer-
Campbell Block.
4ilitice Phone 369. - - - Residence Phone 72o
,111 W HUGHESIP* •
GENERAL INSURANCE
1 1 6 Fraternity Building
0111 PICE PHONE 4154-a ISCSIDZNCE PHONE sag
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
t 5 Horse Power Motor.
5% Horse Power Motor.
t 8 Horse Power Motor.













Now reduced prices fo tIe best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let 'uscall and book yout'order for next winter.
West Kentucky Coal o.
' • ir.7..."1Office Second and Ohio. ,Both Telephones 254.
